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Abstract of thesis presented to the Senate of Kyushu Institute of Technology in 
fulfilment of the requirement for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
 
REAL TIME SELF-CALIBRATION ALGORITHM OF PRESSURE SENSOR 
FOR ROBOTIC HAND GLOVE SYSTEM 
 
By 
 
AHMED M. M. ALMASSRI 
March 2019 
 
Chairman: Professor Chikamune Wada, PhD 
Faculty: Graduate School of Life Science and Systems Engineering 
This study investigates the use of a novel Proposed Self-Calibration Algorithm 
(PSCA) of a multi pressure sensors in real time on robotic hand glove system. The 
PSCA should be able to fix major problems in the pressure sensor such as hysteresis, 
variation in gain and lack of linearity with high accuracy. The traditional calibration 
process for this kind of sensor is a time-consuming task because it is usually done 
through manual and repetitive identiﬁcation [1, 2]. Furthermore, a traditional 
computational method is inadequate for solving the problem since it is extremely 
difficult to resolve the mathematical formula among multiple confounding pressure 
variables [1, 3, 4]. Accordingly, this study proposed a new method to predicting self-
calibration in a pressure sensor using Levenberg Marquardt Back Propagation 
Artificial Neural Network (LMBP-ANN) model.  
The proposed method was achieved using a collected data set of pressure sensor in real 
time. The collected measurements were shown to lead to lack of linearity and 
fluctuation in output pressure sensor over time which should be compensated. The 
proposed method was validated by comparing the output force of the trained network 
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with the experimental target force (reference). This work shows that the Proposed 
model exhibited a remarkable performance than traditional methods with a max MSE 
of 0.17325 and R value over 0.99 for the total response of training, testing and 
validation. The model was tested using an untrained input data set in order to verify 
the Proposed model’s capability for implementing a self-calibration algorithm. We 
find that, the Proposed LMBP-ANN model for self-calibration purposes is able to 
successfully predict the desired pressure over time, even the uncertain behaviour of 
the pressure sensors due to its material creep.  
Developing an intelligent wearable robotic hand glove system based on PSCA with 
self-calibration feature of grasping mechanism is implemented. Then grasping 
sampled objects (plastic bottle and sponge ball) with different weights based on the 
developed robotic hand glove system were successfully performed. The results proved 
that the PSCA has the ability to successfully and accurately estimate the desired 
grasping forces in real time even the decrease and fluctuation of the forces pattern in 
sensor response. Afterwards, the PSCA was implemented and tested in real time based 
on MCU and software (MATLAB). For validity and performance purpose of PSCA, 
the MSE and MAPE are calculated of 0.30 and 1.21% base on MCU and 0.08 and 0.6 
base on MATLAB respectively.  
Overall, the PSCA presented here ensure that the problems of hysteresis, variation in 
gain and lack of linearity over time have overcome. Furthermore, we have obtained 
accurate measurements of grasping mechanism. This provides a useful methodology 
for the user to evaluate the performance of any measurement system in a real-time 
environment.  
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CHAPTER 1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 Overview 
Pressure sensors are essential elements in various modern robotic applications, 
especially robotic hand, due to their ability to facilitate data acquisition (DAQ) and to 
develop an actual measurement system. Day by day, the applications of robotic hand 
become more important in our daily life, as it involves the environment, grasping 
objects, performing tasks or even emulating the human hand. Some types of robotic 
hands have been implemented for various purposes such as dexterous manipulation [5, 
6], artificial limbs [7], grasping objects [8, 9], rehabilitation applications [10-12] and 
pick and place applications [13]. However, in rehabilitation applications, especially 
for hand paralysis, the development of wearable robotic hand glove based on multi 
pressure sensors is crucial towards successful rehabilitation. The development of 
measurement system to generate a secure grasping robotic hand glove involves the 
design of an adequate model with the least possible calibration time and highly 
accurate measurement data. Furthermore, it should be able to address different input 
sensors [2, 14] and at the same time be able to overcome the nonlinearity output signal 
issue.  
Generally, in the field of medical robotic applications for rehabilitation purposes, 
several effective techniques are introduced to improve the grasping mechanism of 
paralysed hand. For instance, SaeboGlove commercial one is used as premier 
functional solution for impaired hand function [15]. Although the SaeboGlove had 
used in the normal grasping mechanism, there is no robotic hand glove yet applying a 
sensing mechanism for secure grasping based on SaeboGlove design. 
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However, as time elapses during manipulation and grasping in real time (RT), some 
pressure sensors parameters are changed due to hysteresis, variation in gain and lack 
of linearity [2, 16]. These negatively affect the calibrated output data. Thereby, 
inaccurate pressure measurements appear. This implies that the sensors should be 
compensated in order to eliminate the systematic errors and to ease the calibration too. 
In fact, the calibration time and accurate performance of a pressure sensor are the most 
features to be processed in order to effectively linearize the output signal sensors. 
Previous traditional methods to analyse and model output signal sensors have been 
introduced [17-22]. These methods are a time-consuming task because calibration is 
usually done by manual and repetitive identiﬁcation [23]. In addition, former 
calibration algorithms for intelligent sensors such as pressure sensor have been 
implemented [14, 24-28]. Nevertheless these algorithms can be applied specifically for 
a particular sensor but are not appropriate to be used in a general measurement system 
and the calibration cost is still high. On the other hand, one study investigated the same 
proposed pressure sensor that was tested herein [29]. A nonlinear model based on 
traditional computational methods was proposed. Unfortunately, this model couldn’t 
be applied in a real time when a high measurement accuracy for multiple sensors is 
needed. The mathematical relationship, through data interpolation using a traditional 
computational method, was inadequate for solving the problem. Accordingly, in this 
case, a self-calibration algorithm based on an artificial neural networks (ANNs) is 
recommended to overcome the aforementioned issues. 
Currently, ANNs have used for linearization in which the transfer function response 
curve of the sensor can be identified and the amplifiers linearized [30, 31]. ANNs are 
advantageous because feedforward networks are universal approximators capable of 
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learning continuous functions with any desired degree of accuracy [32]. In most cases,  
ANN model has trained using the back-propagation (BP) algorithm [1]. ANNs offer a 
reliable tool that can model and predict complex problems [3]. It has the ability to 
capture complex interactions between different variables with a high self-learning 
capability. 
Therefore, based on the aforementioned advantages of ANN, this study Proposed Self-
Calibration Algorithm (PSCA) based on the Levenberg Marquardt Back Propagation 
Artificial Neural Network (LMBP-ANN) model. Our approach provides a self-
calibration method to multi pressure sensors based on wearable robotic hand glove. 
After that a secure grasping robotic hand glove through sensing method as well as self-
calibration features of grasping mechanism have been achieved.  
 
 Problem Statement 
The number of world's patients with a disability in a part of the body as a result of a 
cerebral vascular accident (CVA) or stroke is increasing concurrently with the aging 
of the world population [33]. In fact, some of disabled people suffer from impaired 
hand while others have paralysis due to stroke and spinal cord injury [34]. Paralysis is 
dramatically more widespread than previously thought. Patients with paralysed hands 
need timely and insistent rehabilitation to recover their lost abilities and resume their 
normal daily activities such as grasping and manipulation objects [35]. Accordingly, 
the rehabilitation of paralysed hand can be achieved by wearable and lightweight 
robotic hand glove that able to enhance the grasping mechanism and improves the hand 
movement. 
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However, in the normal grasping mechanism using the SaeboGlove, there is no robotic 
hand glove yet applying a sensing mechanism for secure grasping based on 
SaeboGlove design. In addition, despite superior mechanical properties of 
SaeboGlove, it has not been used yet in designing multi pressure sensors with features 
of sensing mechanism. Herein, identifying the features of sensing mechanism becomes 
a significant research area [36]. The sensing mechanism is due to pressing force-
dependent contact between sensing area of pressure sensor and the grasped object. The 
superior sensing properties in conjunction with mechanical flexibility and robustness 
enabled real-time monitoring of pressure pulses as well as detection of small variation 
forces from applied grasp and manipulation.  
In fact, as time elapses during grasping and manipulation in real time (RT) using 
robotic hand glove, some pressure sensors parameters are changed due to hysteresis, 
variation in gain and lack of linearity [2, 16]. These negatively affect the calibrated 
output data. Thereby, inaccurate pressure measurements appear. This implies that 
these sensors should be compensated in order to eliminate the systematic errors and to 
ease the calibration too. Accordingly, a real time self-calibration algorithm of pressure 
sensor is proposed to overcome the aforementioned issues. Indeed, without applying 
PSCA on the robotic hand glove system, the features of the measurement system and 
the sensing mechanism can’t correctly identified. Leading to inaccurate pressure 
measurement and increasing the maintenance costs of measurement system [2]. 
Several traditional procedures and methods have performed to efficiently analyze the 
algorithm of measurement systems in RT [26]. The traditional calibration process for 
pressure sensor is a time-consuming task because it is usually done through manual 
and repetitive identiﬁcation [1, 2]. Furthermore, a traditional computational methods 
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are inadequate for solving the problem due to high difficulty to resolve the 
mathematical formula among multiple confounding pressure variables [1, 3]. Due to 
that the artificial neural networks technique is recommended to implement the real 
time self-calibration algorithm of pressure sensor in real time. 
ANNs offer a reliable tool that can model and predict complex problems [3]. It has the 
ability to capture complex interactions between different variables with a high self-
learning capability. Thereby, based on the aforementioned advantages of ANN, this 
study presents a novel multi pressure sensor self-calibration estimation method in real 
time based on the Levenberg Marquardt Back Propagation Artificial Neural Network 
(LMBP-ANN) model. 
Applying the PSCA using LMBP-ANN model based on a wearable developed robotic 
hand glove especially, for grasping application, promise to increase patient's hand 
strength and enhance the grasping mechanism. In addition, the Proposed system is 
capable of providing a secure grasping robotic hand glove through sensing method. In 
return, this can be used to enhance the durability of grasping mechanism, leading to a 
more robust and secure grasp. 
 
 Research Objectives 
The aim of this research is to improve and enhance the capability of grasping 
mechanism as well as create a secure grasping robotic hand glove. To conduct this we 
aim to apply the pressure sensing system on robotic hand glove based on self-
calibration algorithm. The main objectives of this research are: 
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i. To propose and apply a real time self-calibration algorithm using artificial 
neural network based on uncalibrated pressure sensor. 
ii. To enhance the capability of grasping mechanism and enhance the secure 
grasping robotic hand glove through sensing method based on the Proposed 
algorithm. 
iii. To develop an intelligent wearable robotic hand glove system with self-
calibration feature of grasping mechanism. 
  
 Research Scope 
This research focuses on the development of wearable robotic hand glove system for 
grasping mechanism and rehabilitation purpose. The artificial neural network 
technique is used to implement a real time self-calibration algorithm of uncalibrated 
pressure sensor. However, the SaeboGlove commercial one is used as the platform for 
the Proposed system and it is developed to generate a secure grasping robotic hand 
glove. The lightweight, low-profile functional design is just one of the many 
innovative features that are offered with the SaeboGlove. Furthermore, full joint finger 
motion possible to maximize functional performance, silicone covered finger tips to 
improve traction during grasping, non-slip liner to minimize migration. In addition, 
the used glove includes Lycra material for expandability and palm exposed to increase 
breathability and ease of donning. 
On the other hand, the SaeboGlove has not provided yet with sensing mechanism 
enhances the capability of grasping mechanism. Thus, installation and applying multi 
pressure sensors on the fingers of SaeboGlove are important towards successful 
calibration pressure measurement. The type of selected sensor is a piezoresistive 
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FlexiForce sensor that has three ranges of force. According to the proposed design, the 
selected force is 0-25 lbs (110N) that is suitable with the required maximum force. 
Since in recent experiments, it has been found that the typical maximum finger force 
produced by humans is no higher than 30 N [37]. The sensing area of 0.375" in 
diameter (9.53 mm) and 0.008" in thickness (0.208 mm). The operating temperature is 
-9°C to 60°C. 
Basically, in this study, real time calibration of pressure sensors is desired so that the 
implementation is done in a dynamic environment. Accordingly, the dynamic loading 
on the sensing area of FlexiForce sensor was applied using the CT3 Texture Analyser 
machine. The CT3 Texture Analyser with the standard cylinder probe made from 
plastic clear acrylic of 52.4 mm in diameter, 21 g and 35 mm long was used to apply 
a force on the sensing area of the pressure sensor. The diameter of the probe (52.4 mm) 
is larger than the sensing area of the sensor (9.53 mm) and the diameter of puck (8.75 
mm) in order to imitate the real-world desired application and increase the 
performance output results. The proposed test speed of the machine probe is 0.1 mm/s, 
which takes into consideration the sensor’s thickness (0.208 mm). The maximum load 
to apply on the pressure sensor was selected to an upper value of 45N which is 
compatible with the typical maximum finger force produced by humans (30N).  
Generally, rehabilitation of the upper limbs is crucial for paralysed patients; one hour 
of repetitive exercise every session is desired to recover the hand function, which is 
executed within three stages with 20 min for every stage. Accordingly, three 
experiments with different conditions were performed to cover the entirety of the 
rehabilitation period as well as to generalise the Proposed algorithm. This method 
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ensures to achieve a remarkable performance and high accuracy in the calibrations 
results.  
 Research Contribution 
This research aims to develop a real time self-calibration algorithm for a pressure 
sensor to enhance the capability of grasping mechanism and create a secure grasping 
robotic hand glove. The developed algorithm has implemented based on Proposed 
Levenberg Marquardt Back Propagation Artificial Neural Network (LMBP-ANN) 
model.  
In addition, this research contributes to the medical sector by developing a robotic 
hand glove system with high features of sensing mechanism. The PSCA promotes the 
sensing mechanism by fixing major problems in a pressure sensor include hysteresis, 
variation in gain and lack of linearity with high accuracy. Which in return, can be used 
to enhance the durability of the grasping mechanism, leading to a more robust and 
secure grasping robotic hand glove. 
The Proposed LMBP-ANN model is able to successfully predict the desired pressure 
forces over time, even the uncertain behaviour of pressure sensors due to its material 
creep. Furthermore, the exposed analysis approach in this research can be a useful 
methodology for the user to evaluate the performance of any measurement system in 
a real-time environment. 
Other contributions of this research are: the developed robotic hand glove is wearable 
and lightweight and can provide help in rehabilitation exercises with self-calibration 
feature of grasping mechanism. This allows patients to return home and perform 
everyday activities without needed to visit hospital in every rehabilitation session.  
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 Thesis Layout 
This thesis carries out the modelling of a pressure sensor prediction using the self-
calibration algorithm based on neural network technique. Also the linearization of the 
pressure sensor is carried out using the Proposed LMBP-ANN model. This thesis is 
organized into seven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces a general overview to the subject 
and the problem statement. This initiates the research to overcome the current problem. 
After that, the chapter explicitly explained the objectives to be met as outcome as well 
as the research scope to be carried out for this research. Eventually, the layout and 
summary of this thesis are also presented as the last two sections of this chapter. 
Chapter 2 presents the literature review related to the research topic. First section 
outlines the pressure sensor and its application. The rehabilitation system of upper limb 
and the grasping capability are discussed in the next section. After that this chapter 
provides the process steps used to develop the robotic hand glove system as well as 
the implementation of the Proposed algorithm are also introduced. Finally, the basics 
of neural network, the training methods and the applications used are presented. 
Subsequently developing self-calibration algorithm is the last section discussed in 
details.  
Chapter 3 illustrates the applied methodology carried out to achieve the objectives and 
discusses the steps that are taken to apply a real time self-calibration algorithm of 
uncalibrated pressure sensor based on the ANN. The development of robotic hand 
glove system based on Proposed algorithm is also discussed. At the end, the 
experimental setup of Proposed system is prepared.  
Consequently, Chapter 4 presents the results with discussions for the Proposed method 
of stage 1.  The results analysis of pressure sensors used based on pressure 
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measurement system are demonstrated. Then the data collection and analysis are 
presented. 
Chapter 5 presents the results of the proposed method of stage 2. The training and 
evaluation of the PSCA based on LMBB-ANN model are presented. The performance 
and regression between input and target are also investigated. Finally, testing and 
evaluation of the PSCA with untrained data set are implemented. 
Next, Chapter 6 shows the results of the proposed method of stage 3. The developing 
of robotic hand glove system based on PSCA is presented. Real time grasping sampled 
object with different weights based on the developed robotic glove system is 
investigated. The performance, accuracy and validity of the PSCA are tested with real 
time input data using MCU and MATLAB. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this study 
with detailed discussions and recommendations for future research.  
 
 Summary 
A comprehensive introduction to develop an intelligent wearable robotic hand glove 
system for self-calibration feature of grasping mechanism is outlined in this chapter. 
In addition, the problem in confounding pressure variables due to hysteresis, variation 
in gain and lack of linearity is also investigated. The previous works have faced with 
some difficulties in this field, which led this study to propose a new approach that can 
be implemented to overcome the current weakness. This study presents a novel 
approach to predicting the self-calibration of a pressure sensor in real time based on 
LMBP-ANN model. To complete the proposed method, a large number of 
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investigations with lots of analysis are implemented so that the outcome of this 
research can overcome the obstacles.
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CHAPTER 2 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 Overview 
This chapter presents the progress of robotic hand glove system based on sensing 
mechanism using pressure sensor. A discussion concerning the self-calibration 
algorithm with its application are presented. The reviewing of calibration method 
based on traditional and neural network method are also introduced in details.  
 
 Pressure Sensor 
A sensor is a device that measures a physical quantity and converts it into a signal 
which can be read by an observer or an instrument. Sensors are used in everyday 
applications [38]. Pressure is force per unit area applied in a direction perpendicular to 
the surface of an object. The formula is commonly written as in Equation (2.1).  
 
                                                        P =
F
A
                                     (2.1)  
Where P represents pressure, F is the normal force and A is the area of the surface of 
contact. Various types of pressure sensors are used in many different applications 
include thermal sensor, electromagnetic sensor, mechanical sensor, force sensor, etc. 
However, the pressure measurement is important and necessary when two objects are 
contacted. The technology methods that is being used in measuring the force or 
interface pressures are tactile pressure sensor, load cells, and pressure indicating film. 
In this research, the best suitable method to measure the pressure in grasping object is 
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Tactile pressure sensor [38]. Tactile pressure sensor measures various parameters of 
an object through physical touch between sensor and an object [39]. The measured 
parameters are pressure, temperature, normal and shear forces, vibrations, slip, and 
torques. Tactile sensing means an array of a coordinated group of touch sensors [40]. 
An array sensor is used to compose a common type of tactile pressure sensor. Figure 
2.1 demonstrates a unique piezoresistive material placed between two pieces of 
flexible polyesters [38]. Silver conductors is printed inside each piece of the polyesters 
to come out with too thin 0.004'' (0.1mm) sensors, which can be used in various 
applications, especially for industrial and medical robots. The signal transmitted 
through the piezoresistive ink and the electronics scanned by a conductive track. This 
tactile array sensor signal can be processed to offer an abundant deal of parameters 
about contact kinematics and precise tactile information for robotics, haptic feedback 
and other contact applications. Among these parameters, the features of sensing 
mechanism can be identified which are important to the measurement calibration 
system as well as to the algorithm to be implemented for grasping object.  
 
Figure 2.1. Structure of a Tactile pressure sensor  
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Another technique to capture the pressure pattern in array sensor is by a sensel. Each 
row and column of the array sensor intersects in one point, which is called a sensel. 
This type of sensor has a high resolution due to the number of sensel used which leads 
to use it in various applications where the resolution is demanded as well as in multiple 
points of pressure contacts. For example, human machine interfaces (e.g., wheelchair 
seating systems, driver's seats, bed mattresses, hospital beds etc.) [42, 43]. Figure 2.2 
illustrates the sensing system and an electrical schematic of electronics that scan each 
sensel. The sensel is represented by a variable resistor and when force is applied to the 
sensor, the current flow through the device as the resistor changed. Then the electronics 
collect the analogue data, which can be compensated with proper calibration. 
 
Figure 2.2. Scanning electronic of pressure sensor  
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The dynamic accurate calibration measurements of sensors with respect to time is the 
first step towards successful implementation of any system in real time. Herein, Tactile 
pressure sensors can provide detailed dynamic measurements of interface pressure 
with minimal impact on system dynamics. The sensing features require to be correctly 
calibrated to provide accurate data. In contrast, depending on the information desired 
and the physical constraints of the system being measured, tactile pressure sensors 
have its own advantages and constraints for providing accurate and meaningful data 
pressure measurement. It’s important and critical to understand how these strengths 
and limitations influence an application. 
 
2.2.1 FlexiForce sensor  
The force sensor is a type of pressure sensor, which can measure the pressure between 
any two objects. Force sensors can differ in technology, design, performance, 
application suitability, and cost. Various transduction principles lead to classify the 
force sensor into different type include resistive/piezoresistive, tunnel effect, 
capacitive, optical, ultrasonic, magnetic, and piezoelectric. The relative advantages 
and disadvantages of different transduction methods are given in Table 2.1 [44]. The 
advantages of piezoresistive materials in different applications compared to other 
materials drive the researcher to use it in this research. These advantages are low cost, 
good sensitivity, low noise and simple electronics required to incorporate the sensor 
into the hardware system. Although of the aforementioned advantages, some 
limitations and constraints are still exist. These limitations will be overcome in this 
research. Accordingly, a FlexiForce piezoresistive sensor A201 (1-617-464-4500) was 
selected to be used in the proposed robotic hand glove system. 
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Table 2.1. Relative merits and demerits of various pressure sensor types 
  Type Advantages Disadvantages 
Resistive 
 Sensitive 
 Low Cost 
 High Power 
Consumption 
 Generally detect single 
contact point 
 Lack of Contact force 
measurement 
Piezoresistive 
 Low cost 
 Good sensitivity 
 Low noise 
 Simple electronics 
 Stiff and frail 
 Nonlinear response 
 Hysteresis 
 Temperature Sensitive 
Tunnel Effect 
 Sensitive 
 Physically flexible 
 Non Linear response 
Capacitive 
 Sensitive 
 Low cost 
 Availability of  
commercial A/D chips 
 Hysteresis 
 Complex Electronics 
Optical 
 Physically flexible 
 Sensitive 
 Fast 
 No interconnections 
 Loss of light by micro 
bending 
 Chirping 
 Power Consumption 
 Complex computations 
Ultrasonic 
 Fast dynamic response 
 Good force resolution 
 Limited utility at low 
frequency 
 Complex electronics 
 Temperature Sensitive 
Magnetic 
 High sensitivity 
 Good dynamic range 
 No mechanical 
hysteresis 
 Physical robustness 
 Suffer from magnetic 
interference 
 Complex computations 
 Somewhat bulky 
 Power Consumption 
Piezoelectric 
 Dynamic Response 
 High Bandwidth 
 Temperature Sensitive 
 Not so robust electrical 
connection. 
Conductive 
Rubber 
 Physically flexible  Mechanical hysteresis 
 Nonlinear response 
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Figure 2.3 illustrates the components of FlexiForce Sensor. It has a thin construction, 
high flexibility and force measurement ability. It has better force sensing properties, 
better linearity, lower hysteresis, drift, and temperature sensitivity than any other thin-
film force sensors according to the good substrate material (polymer). This sensor can 
measure a forces between two contact objects with rapid response time. Besides, it can 
be utilized in various applications and can be made in different shapes and size 
according to the desired demand. The polymer material used in the proposed sensor is 
a useful and good to be incorporated in robotic applications such as grasping object. 
This is due to its features, including light weight, low cost, high flexibility, and 
diversity of molecular structures, high stability and being robust enough for many 
applications compared with other materials. 
 
Figure 2.3.  Components of FlexiForce sensors 
FlexiForce sensors have been used and implemented in many fields and applications 
[45]. For example, to interface the applied forces between two soft objects as discussed 
in [46]. In robotic system, development of low-cost control rig to intuitively 
manipulate an anthropomorphic robotic arm is implemented using a tactile force 
sensor [47]. In the field where the measurement of low interface pressure is exist such 
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as the pressure between the skin support surface and in the pressure garments [48]. 
Flexible and stretchable fabric based tactile force sensor is utilized which is capable of 
seamlessly covering natural shapes. In addition, this work will increase the sensitivity 
and robustness of the acquired force data in order to discriminate and withstand the 
forces occurring in everyday grasping and manipulation [37]. 
 
 Hand paralysis 
The number of world's patients with a disability in a part of the body as a result of a 
cerebral vascular accident (CVA) or stroke is increasing concurrently with the aging 
of the world population [33]. About 15% of the world’s population have some form of 
disabilities [49]. For instance, around 445,000 people with disabilities registered with 
Malaysia’s Department of Social Welfare and this represents approximately 1.6 % of 
the country’s population. Similarly, about 113,000 people with disabilities in Palestine 
that means 2.7% of the country’s population [50] .  
In fact, some of people suffer from impaired hand while others have paralysed due to 
stroke and spinal cord injury. Stroke is the most common cause of serious long-term 
disability as shown in Figure 2.4 [51]. The leading cause of paralysis was stroke (29%), 
followed by spinal cord injury (23%) and multiple sclerosis (17%). Thus, the current 
research focuses on improving the performance of rehabilitation method but the 
recovery of upper limb, after stroke and  spinal cord injuries, is still complex and 
requires multidisciplinary and multifactorial approaches [41, 52]. Motor and sensory 
rehabilitation are the main parts to be focused for functional restoration of paralysed 
limbs [53].  
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Spinal cord injury (SCI) involves damage to the nerves within the bony protection of 
the spinal canal due to tumours, trauma, electric shock, defective products, natural 
disasters and birth defects. Figure 2.5 demonstrates the most common causes of spinal 
cord injury in the united states as an example [34]. In fact, the functional 
communication between upper motor controlling centres and muscle below the injury 
level has been broken as a result of SCI. This communication is responsible of 
controlling sensory, motor, and autonomic function that are necessary for system 
feedback , this often results in paralysis [54]. 
In case of injuries affecting levels from 5th to 6th cervical vertebrae (C5-C6), it causes 
paralysis or weakness in both arms and legs, resulting in quadriplegia (also known as 
tetraplegia). Besides, upper limb function is hindered by lack of control of intrinsic 
and extrinsic hand muscles making difficult or impossible prehension of needed 
objects for common daily activities [54]. 
The paralysed patients need timely and insistent rehabilitation to recover their lost 
abilities and resume their normal daily activities such as grasping and manipulation 
objects. In next section, the rehabilitation of upper limb is introduced. 
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Figure 2.4. Causes of Paralysis 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Causes of Spinal Cord Injuries 
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2.3.1 Rehabilitation system of upper limb 
Rehabilitation therapy is important to the treatment process to help patients with 
paralysed recover their limb functions, especially those who have a stroke [35]. Indeed, 
the retrieval of upper limb, after stroke injuries, is still complex and requires 
multidisciplinary and multifactorial approaches [41, 52]. Approximately 70 to 80 
percent of the stroke survivors necessitate long term physiotherapy and unfortunately, 
still live with a poor quality of life (QOL) [55-58]. Some of patients with stroke who 
completed a rehabilitation program were able to recover the motor function at the 
shoulder and elbow joints but still limited recovery for the hand and wrist joints [59, 
60]. Hand functions such as  opening and closing plays a critical role in upper limb 
function [61] and useful for many daily task but it has been a challenge to develop a 
successful robotics hand rehabilitation devices which are tools specifically developed 
to assist and to perform exercises for recovering lost functions [62, 63].  
In literature, recent studies have expounded that repetitive practice for upper limb leads 
to recover its motion function [35]. Thus, how to efficiently resume the motion 
function of stroke patient becomes a significant research area [64]. Study [65] 
demonstrates the movement of upper limb of stroke patients which are described by 
increased movement variability as well as increased the movement segmentation, and 
by spatial and temporal incoordination comparison with healthy people. Iterative 
training of single joint movement during post stroke rehabilitation has been introduced 
in [66] for upper extremity recovery. Virtual reality (VR) based on rehabilitation can 
improve the patient’s rehabilitation [67]. In virtual field of therapy and rehabilitation, 
the VR technology has emerged as a promised tool since it has a lot of advantages such 
as the invention of simulated realistic environments in which performance can be 
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validated and practice in a systematic modality. In this way, patients can perform the 
ordinary action in one impressive kitchen environment, which means, enhancement 
the recovery [35].  
Besides the aforementioned methods towards restore the motor hand function, many 
researchers in worldwide have been used the Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation 
(NMES). This technique through adequate verve stimulation can be used to restore 
motor sensory functions of paralysed upper and lower limbs so they can perform their 
daily living activity such as drinking, eating, writing and typewriting [54]. In [68], an 
adaptive NMES control using artificial neural networks was used to restore function 
of paralysed upper and lower limbs. In addition, in [69] a closed loop NMES control 
system was applied using the FSR sensors in the glove and insoles. 
On the other hand, it must be focused in sensory rehabilitation along with motor to 
restore the hand function of paralysed patients. But, the motion tracking sensor based 
on virtual rehabilitation at home and neighbour clinic still unsatisfactory for human 
movement monitoring. The expensive capture system, complicated setup, calibration 
and data processing are disadvantages of optical sensor [70]. Furthermore, restricted 
movement and sensor calibration for precise results in electrogoniometers sensor lead 
such these devices difficult to be used at home for a long time. Mechanical tracking 
sensor suffer from wearability and portability due to the established mechanism in 
movement as well as the required reserve work places [71].  
Physical and psychological functioning play an important rule for determining how 
much the progress treatment of stroke rehabilitation, especially for those who have 
paralysed hand. Everyday activities with repetitive practices is considered as one of 
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the challenges that the patients with disability should overcome it to become more 
physically active. Indeed, it is not always possible for patients to receive long-term 
rehabilitation training because there is a relative shortage of therapists in their 
countries compared with increase in the number of disabled patients. Particularly, 
patients with paralysed situation, need something to secure grasp during the 
rehabilitation system. A solution to this, is a device with smart rehabilitation system 
that allows the patients with disability to independently and securely perform the 
rehabilitation exercises [33]. Thus, the rehabilitation of paralysed hand can be 
conducted by wearable and lightweight robotic hand glove that able to enhance the 
grasping mechanism. 
 
2.3.2 Grasping capability for hand paralysis  
The grasping capability of the human hand to grasp and manipulate objects, known or 
unknown and of widely different sizes, shapes and materials is unprecedented [72]. 
However, some of disabled people suffer from impaired hand while others have 
paralysed due to the stroke and spinal cord injury. Paralysis is dramatically more 
widespread than previously thought. People with paralysed situation, need something 
to secure grasp and this is the main reason why the researchers focus on implementing 
an appropriate medical rehabilitation system.  
There is an increasing potential demand for robots that can provide home help in 
rehabilitation where there is a growing number of disabled patients combined with a 
diminishing number of therapists in various countries.  
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Accordingly, in this project, as a first step towards the development of enhanced 
functional hand rehabilitation for paralysed subjects, we developed a wearable robotic 
hand glove system. The developed system has equipped with multi pressure sensors to 
detect the interaction between the patient's hand and environmental objects for robust 
grasping mechanism purpose. One of the main challenges towards a robust grasping 
mechanism in real time (RT) is change the acquired data of pressure sensors respect to 
time due to offset, variation of gain and lack of linearity [2, 16]. Thus, in order to 
develop intelligent sensors such as pressure for measurement systems with improved 
features in RT, the reconfigurable systems capable of working with various input 
sensors signal is required [26]. Reconfigurable systems should spend the least possible 
amount of time in the calibration process [14] and this can be evaluated by a RT self-
calibration algorithm. 
 Indeed, in the normal grasping mechanism using SaeboGlove, there is no yet the 
design robotic hand glove that applied a pressure sensor based on self-calibration 
algorithm to assist the paralysed patients for secure grasp.  
 
 Robotic hand based on sensing mechanism  
Human beings have long recognized the significant importance of robots, especially 
the robotic in medical field. Day by day, the robotic hand becomes more important in 
medical applications, according to the fact that robots involve with the environment, 
grasping objects, performing tasks or even emulating the human hand. Some types of 
robotic hands have been implemented for various purposes such as dexterous 
manipulation [5, 6], artificial limbs [7], grasping objects [8, 9], rehabilitation 
applications [10-12] and pick and place application [13]. The function of grasping 
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mechanism based on robotic hand system has been the purpose of many researchers 
[73, 74]. They have dedicated their concern to a physical touch and interface between 
the robotic hand and objects, during the handling process [75, 76]. In addition, they 
have developed miscellaneous types of grippers and glove robotic hand equipped with 
intelligent sensors such as pressure sensors that can perform special tasks or even 
unfamiliar grasping objects [77-82].  
After hand  injuries  or  strokes,  rehabilitation  therapy may  be  required  to  allow  
the  hand  to  recover  its strength  and  functionality.  These therapy procedures are 
usually executed manually by physiotherapists or occasionally using simple passive 
assistive devices. There is an increasing feeling that alternative therapies using robotic 
hand exoskeletons or assistive devices could have considerable potential in improving 
the medical outcomes.  
As a result, the developed wearable robotic hand glove presents a promising alternative 
towards a force feedback to achieve sufficient grasp force for object manipulation 
which will delay the onset of muscle fatigue. Furthermore, it is easy to use and 
appropriate for practical daily practice and helps patients incorporate their hand 
functionally in therapy and at home.   
 
 Artificial Neural Network  
The concept of artificial neurons was first introduced in 1943 [83]. Lately in 1980s, 
researchers have been used the artificial neural network (ANN) in various applications 
after the introduction of backpropagation training algorithms for feedforward ANNs 
[84]. ANNs have become the desired prediction approach in real time measurement 
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application which requires an optimal solution of difficult problems [4, 32]. Figure 2.6 
displays a schematic illustration of both artiﬁcial and biological neurons [1]. The 
learning process of an artiﬁcial neural network is same as to the extent of the learning 
procedure in a biological brain since both has parallel distributed neurons. During the 
learning process, the complex data structure will be operated [85]. 
 
Figure 2.6. Schematic illustration of (a) artificial neuron; (b) biological neuron  
The artificial neural network consists of three layers: the input layer, one or more 
hidden layer(s), and the output layer. Figure 2.7 displays a three-layer artificial neural 
network. As demonstrated in the figure, a number of nodes (neurons) are used to 
connect the adjacent layers and the output from the previous layer is connected to the 
input of next layer with a distinct set of weights.  
ANN uses the activation function to learn and make sense of Non-linear complex 
functional mappings between the inputs and response variable. Basically, the 
activation function simulates the ﬁring rate of the neuron to axon in the biological 
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brain. Similarly, it converts the input signal of a node in ANN to an output signal which 
is being used as an input in the next layer in the stack. 
Indeed, sigmoid, ramp, and Gaussian functions are the common activation functions 
that allow neural network to solve difficult problems. In the case of using a multilayer 
neural network with receptive ﬁelds, using the sigmoid function as an activation 
function is generally recommended [86]. 
 
Figure 2.7. Schematic of three layers artificial neural network 
ANNs are advantageous because feedforward networks are universal approximators 
capable of learning continuous functions with any desired degree of accuracy [32]. In 
most cases, the ANN model was trained using the back-propagation (BP) algorithm 
[1]. ANNs offer a reliable tool that can model and predict complex problems [3]. It has 
the ability to capture complex interactions between different variables with a high self-
learning capability. ANN modelling has been applied in almost all engineering ﬁelds. 
It can be applied to a variety of tasks and problems, such as classiﬁcation, 
interpretation, diagnosis, modelling, and control. They are more suitable to problems 
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that are highly complex to solve by mathematical modelling or other classical 
procedures [1]. 
 
2.5.1 Multilayer perceptron  
Multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) are a class of feedforward neural networks trained 
using a standard backpropagation algorithm. It is competent of universal 
approximation capabilities and it is a type of supervised networks and the desired 
response must be trained [87]. It consist of an input layer, one or more nonlinear hidden 
layers, and a linear output layer. MLPs are suitable for regression prediction problems 
where a real-valued quantity is predicted given a set of inputs. Besides, it can be used 
in tabular datasets and classification prediction problems. Generally, to learn a 
mapping from input to outputs, MLPs are high flexible to be used.  
They have been  shown  to  approximate  the  performance  of  optimal statistical  
classifiers  in  difficult  problems.  Most neural network applications involve MLPs 
[87]. This is perhaps the most popular network architecture in use today. The units 
each perform a biased weighted sum of their inputs and pass this activation level 
through a transfer function to produce their output, and the units are arranged in a 
layered feed forward topology. The network thus has a simple interpretation as a form 
of input-output model, with the weights and thresholds (biases) the free parameters of 
the model. Such networks can model functions of almost arbitrary complexity, with 
the number of layers, and the number of units in each layer, determining the function 
complexity. Important issues in Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) design include 
specification of the number of hidden layers and the number of units in these layers. 
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 Self-Calibration algorithm  
In the literature, traditional methods to analyze and model output signal sensors have 
been introduced; as an example, second-order models have been used in [17]. In these 
models, various techniques can be used to conduct more accurate results in 
linearization, for instance, analog, digital and computer look-up ROM tables [18-22]. 
Other work has used metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) technologies to solve the 
nonlinear response [88]. Hall effect current sensors and thermistors have been 
implemented to improve the linear response [89, 90]. Furthermore, case studies to 
overcome the linearization issue such as the analogue to digital converter have been 
developed [21, 91]. Some of the digital signal processing techniques for compensation 
of ultrasonic sensors can be found in [92, 93], and compensation of natural head 
movement for a gaze tracking system using an ultrasonic sensor for distance 
measurement is shown in [94].    
Practically, as time elapses during manipulation in real time (RT), some intelligent 
sensor parameters are changed due to offset, variation of gain and lack of linearity [2, 
16]. This implies the compensation of these sensors to eliminate the systematic errors 
and to ease the calibration. In this case, a self-calibration algorithm is required to 
overcome the aforementioned issues. Previous calibration algorithms for intelligent 
sensors were implemented as introduced in [14, 24-28]. In detail, researchers have 
different options of algorithms, some of which are recursive algorithms [15, 28] or 
artificial neural networks theory [2, 95]. The former cannot be applied in a general 
way, one of which is the progressive polynomial algorithm as explained in [28]. 
Neither its effectiveness, nor number of readjustment points required to achieve a 
minimal error have yet been proven. Although another method overcomes such an 
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issue and is able to select the number of readjustment points required, as presented in 
[15], the calibration process is still too expensive. Further research able to obtain 
optimal results and minimal error during the readjustment process is demonstrated in 
[14]. The author used an improved progressive polynomial algorithm with permutation 
vector analysis to perform compensation in intelligent sensors. This method has 
reduced the time spent in the adjustment of the calibration process and has reduced the 
calibration cost as a consequence. 
Nowadays, neural networks are used for linearization in which the transfer function 
response curve of the sensor can be identified and the amplifiers linearized, as well 
[30, 31]. In [2], a new auto-calibration approach for nonlinear intelligent sensors based 
on artificial neural networks (ANN) is introduced. In some of the earlier reported 
works, a neural network for a pressure sensor to linearize the output signal is described 
in [96, 97] and for an electromagnetic flow meter sensor, explained in [98]. Defining 
the features of the measurement system is very significant in the calibration method 
stage. It affects the maintenance cost of measurement systems, and much money has 
been spent to increase the quality of services due to the calibration process.          
However, several effective procedures and methods have been performed to efficiently 
analyze the algorithm for measurement systems in RT or dynamic applications, but 
these methods still lack information about performance in dynamic response applied 
in the measurement of variables with high rates of change with respect to time [26]. 
Faster algorithm by minimizing the mean square error (MSE), increasing the 
convergence speed and selection the appropriate learning rate are the main roles 
towards a success calibration algorithm based on ANN [2].  Levenberg Marquardt 
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Backpropagation (LMBP) was designed for minimizing functions that are sums of 
squares of other nonlinear functions and the flow chart of this algorithm is clarified in 
Figure 2.8. The variables in the flowchart are as follows: x is the normalized output 
sensor signal, the weights are represented by the vector w, b is the bias and y is the 
linearized or self-calibration signal.  
 Another algorithm is a progressive polynomial algorithm (PPA) with permutation 
vector analysis (PVA) as demonstrated in Figure 2.9 which is suitable for self-
calibration for intelligent sensors. The equations in the Flowchart are written in [14]. 
Accordingly, in this project, we propose a real-time self-calibration algorithm for 
pressure sensors that will be able to fix the aforementioned major problems, which are 
the variation of gain and the lack of linearity with good accuracy. Furthermore, it will 
simplify the calibration process by increasing the accuracy and reducing the time; and, 
as a consequence, the enhancement in the confidence performance of the system and 
reducing the cost of the calibration services. The self-calibration methodology 
involves the analysis of the network training algorithm. The artificial neural network 
based on the multiplayer perceptron (MLP) topology was selected to be evaluated.  
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Figure 2.8. Flow chart of the LMBP Algorithm 
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Figure 2.9. Flow chart of the PVA Algorithm 
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CHAPTER 3 
3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 Overview  
The purpose of this chapter is to present the methodology involved in this research, 
towards achieving the research objectives that have been stipulated in chapter 1. The 
current investigation involved analysing five pressure sensors to measure changes in 
applied forces. The pressure sensors were selected to be suitable for the human hand 
grasp and has been frequently used to measure and investigate the grasping force. A  
total  of  385,382  pressure samples were collected from three experimental calibrations 
and  then  analysed  for  the  pressure self-calibration purpose. 
The Flowchart of the research methodology is summarized in Figure 3.1. This chapter 
is divided into three main stages, which are: First, investigation the pressure sensor 
includes conditioning, calibration and data collection. Second, applying the Proposed 
self-calibration algorithm (PSCA) in real time using an artificial neural network 
technique. Finally, development of robotic hand glove system based on the proposed 
algorithm. 
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Figure 3.1. Flowchart of the Project’s Methodology 
The flow work of the developed robotic hand glove system for grasping mechanism is 
shown in Figure 3.2. Multi pressure sensors were used to cover the five fingers of 
developed robotic hand glove. Data acquisition system (DAQ) including conditioning 
circuit to amplify, calibrate and extract data from the employed sensors were utilized 
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in real time environment. LabVIEW was used to evaluate sensor signals in real time 
and store the obtained data to be trained. After that, the training of PSCA using the 
calibrated data set was performed using MATLAB. The PSCA based on LMBP-ANN 
model was implemented on a microcontroller of low cost and high resolution. The 
research manages to achieve its objectives through real practical implementations 
based on developed robotic hand glove system. Enhancing the capability of grasping 
mechanism and creating a secure grasp are the outcomes of the developed glove 
system. Imitation the rehabilitation of paralysed hand based on the developed system 
is also one of the outcome of this research to be achieved.   
 
Figure 3.2. Developed Robotic Hand Glove system flow work 
 
 Pressure sensor 
Pressure sensors are essential elements in various robotic applications due to their 
ability to facilitate data acquisition (DAQ), and to develop an actual measurement 
system. In this research, intelligent sensor, which can get tactile information back in 
real time, is introduced in order to instruct the developed hand glove with such a sense. 
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Accordingly, there are many types of pressure sensors that have been utilized for 
grasping objects based on different principles, such as resistive, capacitive, optical, 
ultrasonic, magnetic, piezoresistive, and piezoelectric sensors. Tactile piezoresistive 
pressure sensor is considered one of the appropriate pressure sensors, used to grab, 
hold and handle objects with an accurate feedback pressure information [38].  
Therefore, in this research, a piezoresistive FlexiForce sensor was utilized on the 
Proposed robotic hand glove system. This sensor relies on the resistive method where 
the resistance is inversely proportional to applied force. It can emit signals within 
millivolts range, therefore an amplification is needed. A FlexiForce sensor A201 (1-
617-464-4500) was used with a standard force range of 0–25 lb (110 N), sensing area 
of 0.375" in diameter (9.53 mm) and 0.008" in thickness (0.208 mm) as shown in 
Figure 3.3. The sensor consisted of two layers of substrate. This substrate is composed 
of polyester film that enhances the force sensing and improves the performance 
including linearity, hysteresis, drift and temperature sensitivity compared to any other 
thin film [38, 45, 99-101]. Furthermore, it is flexible and ultrathin enough so that the 
researchers and designers can use it in different integrated applications, as well as for 
applications that are oriented towards manipulative tasks based on wearable robotic 
hand glove. According to the advantages of piezoresistive including (low cost, good 
sensitivity, relatively simple construction, long-term stability with low noise, enhances 
accuracy, reliability and linear responsively with applied pressure), those features 
make the measurements of the pressure forces more accurate and reliable. The 
FlexiForce sensors need to be conditioned and calibrated before being used to come 
out with agreement relation between the applied forces and output voltages. 
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Figure 3.3. FlexiForce Sensor 
 
3.2.1 Pressure measurement system conditioning and calibration  
The calibration process is being performed in real time or for dynamic manipulation 
in which the issue of nonlinearity in pressure sensor has occurred. While the calibration 
process occurred, a high accuracy of pressure measurement system and optimal 
performance are needed. In view of that the conditioning of FlexiForce sensor was 
utilized in a dynamic loading. Figure 3.4 describes the experimental setup conditioning 
of FlexiForce sensor for the pressure measurement system. Five FlexiForce sensors 1 
were developed, and their characterization were defined too. In addition, the data 
acquisition device (DAQ) 2, conditioning circuit 3, trigger circuit using Arduino 4, load 
cell 5 and strain amplifier 6 were used and incorporated into the system, as illustrated 
in Figure 3.4 (a). In fact, in practical cases, the pressure sensor is incorporated into a 
circuit to perform a pressure to voltage conversion.  
Before using the sensor, it is conditioned by applying 110% (or more) of the maximum 
test load onto the sensor for a few min to break it in. This process should be repeated 
various times in order to stabilize the output resistance which leads to a best result. In 
this research, a real time self-calibration of pressure sensor is implemented so that the 
performance and calibration of pressure sensor is evaluated in a dynamic environment. 
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Accordingly, a dynamic loading on the sensing area of FlexiForce sensor was applied 
using the CT3 Texture Analyser machine as demonstrated in Figure 3.4 (b) The 
machine performs the experiment by applying controlled forces in compression using 
a probe. In compression mode, a probe moves down slowly at the pre-test speed until 
a threshold value (the trigger) is reached. The probe then moves a set distance at a set 
speed into the sample pressure sensor that is placed on the base table of the load cell. 
The load cell is used as a reference for measuring the applied forces until the probe 
again returns to its starting position. The reference force was measured by a calibrated 
industrial load cell force sensor connected to a signal amplifier.  
  
(a)   (b) 
Figure 3.4. (a) The experimental setup conditioning of the FlexiForce sensor for 
the measurement system; (b) The CT3 Texture Analyser for evaluation of the 
pressure sensor. 
 
However, one of the aims in using the proposed measurement system is to enhance the 
secure grasping robotic hand glove through sensing method based on Proposed 
algorithm. Therefore, to ensure the highest performance and accuracy of the 
calibration process, a conditioning sensor was utilized by loading it at more than 30 N 
for numerous pulses. In this experiment, the maximum load was selected to be an upper 
value of 44.13 N, as recent experiments have found the typical maximum finger force 
produced by humans is no higher than 30 N [37]. In addition, a plastic puck (8.75 mm) 
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is an object placed between the sensing area and load to ensure that the sensor captures 
100% of the applied load if the contacting surface is larger than the sensor diameter 
and to reduce the high pressure for point load applications.  
The CT3 Texture Analyser with the standard cylinder probe made from plastic clear 
acrylic of 52.4 mm in diameter, 21 g and 35 mm long was used to apply a force on the 
sensing area of the pressure sensor. The diameter of the probe (52.4 mm) is larger than 
the sensing area of the sensor (9.53 mm) and puck (8.75 mm) in order to imitate the 
real-world desired application and increase the performance output results.  
3.2.2 Data collection and analysis 
The implementation and training algorithm based on real time calibration are essential 
to investigate the secure grasping through sensing method. Besides, generation of a 
data set is important to create a potential model that is able to enhance the grasping 
mechanism. Basically, rehabilitation of the upper limb for paralysed patients using 
robotic hand glove is crucial; one hour of repetitive exercise every session is desired 
to recover the hand function, which is executed within three steps with 20 min for 
every step. Thus, every step of rehabilitation includes the whole scenarios of repetitive 
exercise as well as grasping objects. Leading to analyse the output pressure signal 
within at least 20 min of dynamic manipulation as a first step towards recovering hand 
functions. Subsequently, to evaluate how the sensor behaves over time and to ensure 
the generalization of the Proposed algorithm, a dynamic calibration was performed for 
each sensor through three experiments with different features of maximum loading and 
holding times.  
Accordingly, there experimental calibrations were executed. The first one, using the 
CT3 Texture Analyser machine, was performed with a number of compression pulses 
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upon a pressure sensor with 44.13 N and a 10 sec holding time at the maximum load 
in every pulse and a 100 Hz sampling rate. The proposed test speed of the machine 
probe is 0.1 mm/s, which takes into consideration the sensor’s thickness (0.208 mm). 
Consequently and similarly, with previous calibration, the experiment was repeated 
but with different applied forces and holding times. In the second experiment, a 19.61 
N of applied pressure was loaded with 5 sec holding time at maximum load in every 
pulse and 100 Hz sampling rate. The last experiment, a random applied force above 
30 N was performed on the pressure sensor and it worked as impulse signal using same 
sample rate. Those three experiments are enough to cover the whole scenario of 
dynamic manipulation based on robotic hand glove.  
Figure 3.5 shows the block diagram of the pressure measurement system using 
developed hand glove. Five FlexiForce sensors were used to capture the pressure data, 
which were later distributed to the five fingers of the wearable robotic hand glove. An 
analogue conditioning circuit based on the pressure measurement system was 
employed to calibrate and extract data from the utilized sensors to be processed. The 
data set of the aforementioned three experiments were collected, including the output 
voltage from the sensor and its corresponding target pressure. The LABVIEW program 
was used to analyse the output signal and to export the calibrated data into Excel file 
as shown in Figure 3.6. The collected data set from the three experiments were 
integrated together for self-calibration algorithm.  
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Figure 3.5. Pressure Measurement System for Robotic Hand Glove Application 
 
 
Figure 3.6. Calibration data of pressure sensor using LABVIEW 
However, one study has investigated the same proposed pressure sensor that is tested 
herein [29]. A nonlinear model based on traditional computational methods is 
proposed. Unfortunately, this model couldn’t be applied in real time when a high 
measurement accuracy for multiple sensors is needed. The mathematical relationship, 
through data interpolation using a traditional computational method, is inadequate for 
solving the problem. Since the pressure change of the sensor over time is one of the 
compounding variables, it is extremely difficult to resolve the mathematical formula 
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because of the requirement of complex calibration, calculation procedures and limited 
improvement in accuracy [102]. In this case, a self-calibration algorithm using the real 
time calibration data set based on artificial neural network is recommended to 
overcome the aforementioned issues. 
 
 Artificial Neural Network  
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are advantageous because feedforward networks 
are universal approximators capable of learning continuous functions with any desired 
degree of accuracy [32]. In most cases, ANN model is trained using the back-
propagation (BP) algorithm [1]. ANNs offer a reliable tool that can model and predict 
complex problems [3]. It has the ability to capture complex interactions between 
different variables with a high self-learning capability. Furthermore, ANNs can be 
applied to a variety of tasks and problems, such as classiﬁcation, interpretation, 
diagnosis, modelling, and control. They are more suitable to problems that are highly 
complex to solve by mathematical modelling or other classical procedures [1]. 
Therefore, based on the aforementioned advantages of ANN as well as the literature, 
this research presents a novel approach to predicting the self-calibration in a pressure 
sensor in real time using Proposed Levenberg Marquardt Back Propagation Artificial 
Neural Network (LMBP-ANN) model. 
3.3.1 Basic system design considerations 
Prior to any ANN model design, some considerations were necessary. The output 
electrical signal x' of any sensor in response to the input variable v', which will be 
measured, is defined by 
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                                                      x′ = f (v′)                                                                   (3.1) 
In most of the cases, the input and output variables of pressure sensors have different 
scales, and they should be normalized in the range of [0, 1] to simplify their 
manipulation. This can be obtained by the normalization method [2] as expressed in 
Equations (3.2-3.5) 
V =
V′−V′min
V′max−V′min
                                    (3.2)  
x =
x′−x′min
x′max−x′min
                                     (3.3) 
The desired output signal is a straight line with unit slope. This will be the target in the 
calibration process and will be the reference signal defined by: 
t = v                                               (3.4) 
 Finally, the least mean square error (MSE) will be used to determine the linearity of 
the output signal (𝑦) of the ANN. It is defined by:s 
                                              ɛ𝑚𝑠𝑒 =
1
𝑁
∑ (𝑦𝑛
𝑁
𝑛=1 − 𝑡𝑛)
2                                                (3.5) 
3.3.2 Architectures and parameters of ANN   
Since there is no commonly accepted optimal method to determine the best 
architecture of an ANN, a trial and error approach is adopted [1]. The number of 
neurons, number of layers, activation functions, training algorithm and the 
computation requirements are the major characteristics considered during the design. 
In this research, these characteristics have carefully determined under the restriction 
of archiving the least output error and the simplest ANN structure. Accordingly, the 
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design of the network architecture started with fewer hidden neurons and then the 
number of hidden neurons was adjusted. The Proposed architecture of the ANN model 
that provided best generalization was retained and is illustrated in Figure 3.7. In fact, 
multiple layers of neurons with nonlinear transfer functions allowed the network to 
learn the nonlinear and linear relationships between the input and output vectors. 
Therefore, the proposed network consists of 2 inputs (nodes) representing the 
parameters influencing the self-calibration of pressure sensor, along with 10 neurons 
in the hidden layer and a logarithmic activation function. The output layer is a single 
neuron with a linear activation function representing the pressure pattern as indication 
of self-calibration.  
 
Figure 3.7. Architecture of the artificial neural networks used 
The output of the ANN used is defined by:  
y = Purelin [wi
2 (Tansig(wi
1x + bi
1)) + bi
2] , i = 1 to10                   (3.6) 
where x is the normalized output sensor signal, the weights are represented by the 
vector w, b is the bias and y is the linearized or self-calibration signal.  
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There are several known activation functions including the sigmoid, ramp and 
Gaussian functions that allow neural networks to solve difﬁcult problems. In the case 
of a multilayer network with receptive ﬁelds, using the sigmoid function as an 
activation function is generally recommended [86]. In this study, the tan-sigmoid 
function, shown in Equation (3.7), was used in the hidden layer and a pure linear 
transfer function, as shown in Equation (3.8), was used in the output layer neurons.   
)3.7(                      Tansig(x) =
2
1+e(−2x)
 
)(3.8                          Purelin(x) = x 
3.3.3 LMBP  
Several topologies of ANN were evaluated such as multiplayer perceptron (MLP) and 
radial basis function (RBF) [103]. Both types of networks are competent of universal 
approximation capabilities [104]. Although, it is known that RBFs are worthy function 
approximation systems, the MLP was selected because is simpler than the RBF. 
Furthermore, the RBF network is computationally demanding [105, 106]. However, a 
faster algorithm, by minimizing the MSE, increasing the convergence speed and 
selection of the appropriate learning rate, are the main roles of a successful training of 
the algorithm. The Levenberg–Marquardt backpropagation (LMBP) was designed for 
minimizing functions that are sums of squares of other nonlinear functions. 
Furthermore, it is able to reduce the sum of squares at each iteration [107]. The 
flowchart of this algorithm is clarified in [2]. This is very well suited to neural network 
training where the performance index is the MSE that is desired in this research. 
Consequently, for our proposal, the most appropriate ANN model to be implemented 
was a feed forward MLP based on LMBP training algorithm.  
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Table 3.1 shows the specifications and values of the parameters used in the LMBP-
ANN model. The calibrated data are randomly classified into training, validation and 
testing subsets to avoid any bias. Additionally, a traditional training–validation–test 
procedure is adopted for the optimization of an ANN model. The training set was used 
to build model structures and to determine the ANN weights and biases to minimize 
the error function and maximize accuracy in each iteration. The validation set was used 
to validate an optimal parameter set to avoid overfitting and provides an unbiased 
estimate of the generalization error of the model. Conversely, the testing set was only 
used to explore the performance of the trained model and confirm its generalizability. 
The training continued until the validation error failed to decrease for six iterations 
(validation stop). 
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Table 3.1. The specifications and parameters of ANN model. 
Training Parameters Values 
Neural network model used Feed forward 
Input nodes 2 
Hidden layer 1 
Hidden layer neurons 10 
Output layer neurons 1 
Output nodes 1 
Training network algorithm LMBP 
Training percentage 70 
Testing percentage 15 
Validation percentage 15 
Transfer function hidden layer  Tan-sigmoid 
Transfer function output layer  Pure line 
Data division Random 
No. of epochs 1000 
Validation checks (iterations) 6 
Performance Mean squared error (MSE) 
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 Implementation the Proposed Self-Calibration Algorithm  
MATLAB software v9.0.0 (R2016a) with neural network toolbox was used for the 
implementation of self-calibration algorithm based on LMBP-ANN model. In the 
LMBP, the data flows from input layer to the hidden layer and finally to the output 
layer. The error signals generated in the output layer is back propagated to the hidden 
and input layers. The sum of squares error signals is minimized by adjusting synapse 
weight coefficients. Figure 3.8 shows the flow chart of the self-calibration algorithm 
based on LMBP-ANN model.  The Proposed algorithm updated the weight values in 
the connection between neurons. The outputs of the ANN used, as defined in Equation 
(3.6), were calculated in order to include the biases and weights. At each time an 
artificial neural network was trained, this could result in a different solution due to 
different initial weights and biases values and different divisions of data into training, 
validation and test sets. As a result, different artificial neural networks trained on the 
same problem could give different outputs for the same input. To ensure a high 
accuracy result of training ANN, it was retrained several times as shown in Figure 3.9.  
The figure demonstrates the running ANN model simulation using neural network 
training tool.  
Accordingly, a trial-and-error approach was used, and the calculated results of weights 
and biases were the best output obtained after several times of training the algorithm. 
The output of training was updated automatically in each iteration until it reached the 
highest performance by achieving the minimum MSE. This means a self-calibration 
method has been achieved and accomplished successfully.  
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Figure 3.8. The Flow Chart of pressure sensor self-calibration algorithm based 
on LMBP-ANN model 
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Figure 3.9. Sample of Neural Network Training in MATLAB  
 
 Robotic hand glove system  
A portable, wearable, low-cost robotic hand glove for rehabilitation and secure 
grasping applications was proposed. The SaeboGlove was chosen to be the platform 
for Proposed system as shown in Figure 3.10 [108]. The SaeboGlove is the premiere 
functional solution for impaired hand function. Furthermore, it has many features as 
the following: Spiral forearm design that secures the wrist in a functional position, 
tensioners are located at the IP joints (interphalangeal joint) of the fingers and thumb 
to assist with extending the digits following grasping. Furthermore, a full joint finger 
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motion possible to maximize functional performance. Silicone covered fingertips to 
improve traction during grasping and it is a non-slip liner to minimize migration. 
Besides, glove includes Lycra material for expandability and palm exposed to increase 
breathability and ease of donning. 
 
Figure 3.10. The proposed SaeboGlove Robotic Hand Glove 
The most common features of disabled rehabilitation is to achieve a level of physical 
and psychological functioning that allows patients to return home and perform 
everyday activities. The Proposed glove system has specifically developed to match 
the goals of each individual. The main criteria for such a system is that the prototype 
hand glove should not affect the normal behaviour of the patients with paralysed hand. 
Therefore, they should be light, small, and easily mountable in such a way as to avoid 
limiting the range of movement of the limb. In addition, they must be designed so that 
they can be worn under clothing, be easily attached and removed, and they should not 
require frequent calibration. Finally, they should not be affected by environments that 
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contain metallic and ferromagnetic materials, electrical noise, and shifts in 
temperature, lighting, and humidity. All the aforementioned conditions have been 
considered in the developed robotic hand glove used.  
3.5.1 Sensing mechanism of grasping object 
Generally, humans can secure grasp and manipulate objects mostly without looking, 
guided only by haptics. Unfortunately, the people with paralysed hand don't have such 
feature so, the sensing mechanism for robotic hand glove is significantly demanded to 
overcome this issue. This sensing mechanism is important to enhance the grasping 
object effectively and to create a secure grasp as well. The sensing mechanism is due 
to pressing force-dependent contact between sensing area of pressure sensor and the 
grasped object. Due to that, a multi pressure sensors were stitched onto the fingers of 
robotic hand glove (SaeboGlove) to investigate the sensing mechanism in which can 
restore the sensory function of upper limb and to come out with an accurate pressure 
measurement with excellent sensitivity and response time. 
The developed robotic glove system is used to provide sensory feedback for users by 
recording and analysing the sense of human task during grasping various objects. The 
developed hand glove comprised of a Lycra commercial SaeboGlove with FlexiForce 
sensors attached to the human hand’s fingers as shown in Figure 3.11. In this work, 5 
FlexiForce sensors were used to capture the grasping forces per finger and each sensor 
has an own calibration parameters. Accordingly, we distribute and specify sensor 1, 
sensor 2, sensor 3, sensor 4 and sensor 5 to thumb, index, middle, ring and little 
respectively. The implementation was applied to the normal subject in order to verify 
its feasibility and to acquire knowledge of the normal hand function.  In next section, 
the experiment setup of the proposed model is introduced.  
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Figure 3.11. Pressure Sensors mounted on a Right Hand SaeboGlove 
 
3.5.2 Experiment setup  
The experimental test of the PSCA was implemented in real time based on the 
developed robotic hand glove. The integration between the developed glove, pressure 
sensors, conditioning circuit, readout circuit and control circuit includes the 
microcontroller unit was combined together in order to implement the Proposed 
LMBP-ANN model and to investigate the self-calibration feature of grasping 
mechanism. Figure 3.12 [109] illustrates the components used and Figure 3.13 clarifies 
the experiment setup and the integration of the components based on developed hand 
glove. A force measuring system was developed in order to capture the grasping forces 
exerted by fingertips of the robotic hand glove. The force measuring system consists 
of: 5 FlexiForce sensors (one for each finger), 5 FlexiForce sensors adapters and 
readout circuit. In addition, appropriate software written in C++ was used to perform 
the pressure self-calibration algorithm based on the Proposed LMBP-ANN model. An 
Arduino Mega was used to implement the Proposed algorithm.  
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Figure 3.12. The arduino platform, FlexiForce adapter and FlexiForce sensor.  
 
 
Figure 3.13. The integration of pressure sensors, control circuit and developed 
Robotic Hand Glove 
The readout circuit composes of 8 channels analogue input logger which can save the 
data to the inside memory up to 32 MB. The power supply is 5V with rechargeable 
battery and 230 mW of power consumption. The resolution used is 16 bit ADC in 
which a 0.076 mV can be detected during the calibration. 
Arduino is an open-source physical computing platform based on a simple I/O board 
and a development environment that implements the Processing/Wiring language 
[109]. The Arduino Mega, a microcontroller board based on the AT-mega2560 was 
used to implement the developed LMBP-ANN model. It has a high-performance and 
low-power micro-controller with 54 digital input/output pins (of which 14 can be used 
as PWM outputs), 16 analogue inputs, 4 UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz 
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crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. 
It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller. The Arduino hardware 
has built-in support for serial communication on pins 0 and 1 (which also goes to the 
computer via the USB connection). The Arduino software includes a serial monitor 
which allows simple textual data to be sent to and from the board via USB connection 
to the computer. More specifications of the Arduino Mega are given in Appendix A 
[110] . It has an insigniﬁcant cost and is widely available in the market. Even it has a 
big dimensions, but any microcontroller platform could have been used for our 
purposes. 
Since 5 analogue input pressure sensors were used in this research, it is very important 
to select an appropriate controller with high accuracy to be compatible with the 
calibrated data and to avoid any lost data.  The Mega2560 has 16 analogue inputs, each 
of which provide 10 bits of resolution (i.e. 1024 different values) and can measure 
from ground to 5 volts. The resolution defines the smallest voltage change that can be 
measured by the ADC and can be calculated by dividing the reference voltage by the 
number of possible conversion values. A 10-bit ADC has 210, or 1,024 possible output 
codes. So the resolution is 5V/1,024, or 4.88mV. In this work, the maximum output of 
pressure sensor obtained during the calibration process was not more than 2V. This 
means the resolution of the input port as well as the voltage range of microcontroller 
used is suitable and enough to the experimental research. In a case where this 
resolution might represent a problem in a specific application, the MCU can be 
changed with 16 bits of ADC converter to improve the resolution to 0.076 mV. 
Another alternative is the use of an external ADC with more than 10 bits. 
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Consequently, the hardware connections were as follows:  the FlexiForce sensors were 
distributed on the fingertips of the hand glove and then they connected to the adapter. 
The output of adapter was connected to the input of readout circuit which was 
connected to the analogue input of Arduino. The Arduino and readout circuit were 
connected to the PC by USB connection. The operating voltage used for 
microcontroller was 5v which also was supported the FlexiForce sensor adapter. After 
that the self-calibration algorithm includes the output of the trained LMBP-ANN 
model was implemented inside a microcontroller of Arduino as shown in Figure 3.14. 
To increase the usability, the developed robotic hand glove system was provided with 
a wireless connection which allowed to record the self-calibrated data and send it to 
PC through data logger.  
 
Figure 3.14. The implementation of pressure sensor self-calibration algorithm 
based on microcontroller  
However, to ensure the readiness of the proposed system to expeditiously work as well 
as to investigate the sensing method based on the Proposed algorithm, the sensing 
mechanism was carried out in real time by grasping a sampled object.  The output 
pressure for each sensors was recorded before and after applying the Proposed 
algorithm and printed out on the serial monitor of Arduino simultaneously with 
MATLAB monitor. Furthermore, the obtained data were also exported in an excel file 
through readout circuit which was connected to the sensors and MATLAB as well. 
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Various experiments were executed with different weights of sampled objects in real 
time. The output results and analysis are introduced in chapter 6. 
 
 Summary 
Overall, the proposed methodology of this project has been presented step by step in 
this chapter. Besides, the contributions of this study have been demonstrated. The 
methodology of the developed robotic hand glove system based on sensing mechanism 
with multi pressure sensors has successfully presented. The conditioning and 
calibration of five pressures sensors were utilized using a CT3 Texture Analyzer 
machine. All experiments have been done in real time with actual measurement data. 
One hour of pressure measurement calibration using multi pressure sensors were 
executed in real time in order to imitate the desired rehabilitation system. A novel 
approach to predicting self-calibration in a pressure sensor in real time was proposed 
based on the Levenberg Marquardt Back Propagation Artificial Neural Network 
(LMBP-ANN) model. 
The training of the Proposed LMBP-ANN model was implemented using the 
calibrated data and the best output parameters of weights and bias were selected. 
Subsequently, the integration of robotic hand glove with other hardware components 
were performed based on microcontroller unit. The objectives of this research have 
completely achieved using the proposed method.  
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CHAPTER 4 
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR CALIBRATION AND DATA 
COLLECTION 
After the overall explanation in the methodology chapter, here, we present the results 
of the proposed method of stage 1. In this chapter, the calibration, data collection and 
analysis of experimental results for the developed measurement system using multi 
pressure sensors are presented.  
 Calibration pressure sensor 
The dynamic calibration process involved the calibration of the measurements to be 
done in real time as they changed over time. As discussed previously in methodology, 
the pulse of pressure sensor represents the time through calibration process. Thereby, 
the calibration of five pressure sensors was implemented dynamically. However, to 
make reasonable inferences for application, such as grasping mechanism and secure 
grasping robotic hand glove, it was necessary to have an accurate measurement data 
from pressure sensors. Hence, the sensor signal model needed to be analysed in order 
to learn the fundamental relation between a sensor reading (Vo) and an applied force 
(F).  To start with calibration, an analogue conditioning circuit and readout circuit 
based on the pressure measurement system were employed to calibrate and extract data 
from the utilized sensors to be processed.  
Afterwards, the CT3 Texture Analyser was used to apply continuous force on the 
sensing area of pressure sensor. As the same time, a fundamental relationship between 
a sensor reading (Vo) and an applied force (F) was recorded for five pressure sensors, 
as described in Figure 4.1. The non-stationarity of the force sensor signals due to 
variation in its characterization was obvious. The mathematical equations of 
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relationship between voltage and target forces for each sensor were calculated, and 
these were used as a reference for further calibrations and analysis. Although the same 
sensors were utilized under the same experimental conditions, it appears that different 
measurement outputs were recorded.  
To additional clarify the behaviour of each sensor over time, the process of calibration 
was repeated several times, and the errors due to nonlinearity, hysteresis and non-
repeatability were determined. As outlined in methodology, this research covered the 
analysis of the pressure sensor within one hour of dynamic manipulation divided to 
three experiments with different features and parameters of calibration. It is important 
to reiterate that generalization algorithm for self-calibration is crucial. Accordingly, 
there experimental calibration with different features and procedures were performed 
to come out with an appropriate model for the pressure measurement system. First, 
Figure 4.2 indicates the relative measured voltage change of the sensor over the course 
for 20 min while applying a dynamic force of 44.13 N with 28 repetition pulses and a 
10 sec holding time at the maximum load. As can be seen in Figure 4.2, pressure sensor 
1 represented the behaviour of output voltage while applying a dynamic force for 20 
min. A decrease with fluctuation in the output voltage over time was observed even as 
the same pressure forces were applied in each pulse.  
Moreover, as different sensors were utilized under the same conditions, different 
measurements of the relative output voltage were detected. Comparing Figure 4.2 for 
different sensors, the maximum output peak voltages for sensor 1 to sensor 5 during 
the whole period of calibration under the same applied pressure were 1.237357, 
1.751546, 1.687251, 1.494452 and 1.883202 V respectively. The changes in output 
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voltage and the ultimate voltage of the sensor 5 were the highest due to material creep 
of piezoresistivity over time.  
The peak output voltage of pressure sensor 1 over the course for 20 min while applying 
a dynamic force of 44.13 N was calculated as shown in Figure 4.3. It is evident that, 
the sensor voltage has decreased from 1.2374 V to 1.1049 V over the entirety of the 
calibration period with error of 5.1 N. This means a systematic errors such as 
hysteresis, variation in gain and lack of linearity had appeared, which negatively affect 
the calibrated output data. Thereby, inaccurate pressure measurements appear.  
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Figure 4.1. Dynamic calibration output voltage versus force of five pressure 
sensors 
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Figure 4.2. The relative measured voltage change in the sensor over the course 
for 20 min while applying a dynamic force of 44.13 N (28 pulses repetition, 10 
sec holding time, and 100 Hz sample rate) (Experiment 1) 
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Figure 4.3. The peak output voltage over the course for 20 min while applying a 
dynamic force of 44.13 N (28 pulses repetition) 
 
Consequently and similarly, the second experiment was repeated but with different 
applied force and holding time in which the pattern of pressure has successfully 
identified. Thereby, a 19.61 N of applied force was loaded with 5 sec holding time at 
maximum load in every pulse and 100 Hz sampling rate. The relative measured voltage 
change of the sensor over the course for 20 min while applying a dynamic force of 
19.61 N with 39 pulses repetition was presented in Figure 4.4. A decrease and 
fluctuation in the output voltage over time was observed even as the same pressure 
forces were applied in each pulse. Moreover, as different sensors were utilized under 
the same conditions, different measurements of the relative output voltage were 
detected as evident in the first experiment.
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Figure 4.4. The relative measured voltage change in the sensor over the course 
for 20 min while applying a dynamic force of 19.61N (39 pulses repetition, 5 sec 
holding time and 100 Hz sample rate) (Experiment 2) 
On the other hand, some repetitive exercises require a random hand force movement 
to restore motor sensory functions of paralysed upper limb so they can perform their 
daily living activity such as drinking, grasping, eating, writing and typewriting. 
Accordingly, the last experiment was executed, a random applied forces above 30 N 
were performed on the pressure sensor and it worked as impulse signal using same 
sample rate. As mentioned earlier, the method of this experiment is important due to 
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its ability to imitate the desired grasping system. It is known from the literature that 
patients with paralysed hand need to grasp the object in repetitive way in order to 
increase the hand movement; this proposed experiment can be ensured to cover and 
imitate such exercise. Figure 4.5 illustrates how the pressure sensors perform over the 
course for 20 min while applying a random dynamic force with more than 30 N. An 
83 pulses repetition were obtained during the whole period of calibration process. 
Moreover, the fluctuation of the measured sensor output can be observed and each 
sensor has an own pressure behaviour under the same experimental condition due to 
the construction of FlexiForce sensor and the material creep. 
The main purpose of this work is to implement a real time self-calibration algorithm 
of a pressure sensor. Since the calibrated data are critical, the analysis of pressure 
behaviour is investigated experimentally. Afterwards, the calibrated data of three 
experiments are used for training the Proposed algorithm based on ANN. The 
experimental data collection are introduced in the next section.  
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Figure 4.5. The relative measured voltage change in the sensor over the course 
for 20 min while applying a random dynamic force more than 30 N (83 pulses 
repetition, zero compression, 100 Hz sample rate) (Experiment 3) 
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 Data collection and analysis 
The generation of data set is essential for the training algorithm. Based on section 3.22, 
the data set of three former experiments were collected by the pressure measurement 
system using five pressure sensors and the CT3 Texture Analyser machine as well as 
load cell force sensor that was used as a reference for the calibrated data. Figure 4.6 
shows the calibrated data of pressure sensor 1 obtained from three experiments within 
one hour of calibration as discussed previously. The calibrated data were used as an 
input to be trained based on LMBP-ANN model. The blue, green and red colours were 
related to the data of experiment 1, experiment 2 and experiment 3 respectively. As 
can be seen from the below figure the pressure pattern was clearly different from 
experiment 1, experiment 2 and experiment 3 due to the dissimilar features of applied 
forces and holding time. Indeed, different input pressure patterns for the same sensor 
enhance the trained algorithm to be more generalized which will absolutely increase 
the performance and decrease the prediction error of the algorithm output. This implies 
that the applied algorithm will be appropriate for the applications in harsh environment 
such as grasping and manipulation objects based on calibrated data collection.  
 
Figure 4.6. The calibrated data of pressure sensor obtained from three 
experiments within one hour of calibration 
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CHAPTER 5 
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR PROPOSED SELF-CALIBRATION 
ALGORITHM 
In this chapter we present the results of the proposed method of stage 2. At the 
beginning, the training and evaluation of the PSCA based on LMBB-ANN model is 
presented. Then the pressure sensor performance and regression between input and 
target are also investigated. At the end, testing and evaluation of the PSCA with 
untrained data set are implemented. 
 Training and evaluation 
As outlined in the proposed method, Proposed LMBP-ANN model was implemented 
through the MATLAB Neural Network toolbox with some modifications. A back 
propagation algorithm is commonly used to train feed forward networks. In the LMBP, 
the data flows from input layer to the hidden layer and finally to the output layer. The 
error signals generated in the output layer is back propagated to the hidden and input 
layers. The sum of squares error signals is minimized by adjusting synapse weight 
coefficients. The architectures and parameters of ANN were successfully selected 
based on the proposed method as introduced in section 3.3. The ANN-LMBP model 
was implemented and trained based on the three previous experiments to identify the 
best parameters of self-calibration output signal include weight and bias.  
Practically, based on the first experimental calibration, the training ANN was 
performed for each pressure sensor with more than 132,000 calibration data obtained 
during the 20 min of dynamic loading. The topology of the Proposed LMBP-ANN 
model was demonstrated in Figure 5.1. Exactly, 132,243 data set samples were 
obtained from each pressure sensor in experimental calibration. To investigate the 
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Proposed model, we just examined pressure sensor 1 based on the three previous 
experiments. The other sensor results can be found in Appendix B.  
Since there was a decrease in the output voltage over time along with fluctuation, time 
was considered as an input of the ANN model and identified dynamically. 
Consequently, instead of using time, the number of cycles or pulses was selected 
because it represents the decrease of output voltage over time.  
Thereby, a 2 × 132,243 matrix of measurement data points of pressure sensor 1 was 
identified as an input of the trained model. One row represented the output voltage of 
the pressure sensor, and the second one represented the number of pulses obtained 
along with the output voltage over time. The target output of the training model was 
the force with a 1 × 132,243 matrix that was obtained from the reference of the load 
cell at the same time of the calibration process. Table 5.1 summarises the input and 
target data set of the training model for pressure sensor 1. As shown in the table, the 
calibrated data of output voltage sensor and its corresponding target force were 
recorded from the first pulse of calibration until the last one. The fluctuation in 
obtained voltage of the same pulse can be observed as well as changing in force pattern 
compared to other pulses.   
 
Figure 5.1. Two-layer feedforward network with a sigmoid transfer function in 
the hidden layer and a linear transfer function in the output layer 
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Table 5.1. The inputs and target data set used for training LMBP-ANN  
model 
Input Target Note 
X1  
(Voltage) 
X2 
(Pulses/Time) 
T 
 (Force) 
Input (2 × 132,243) 
Target (1 × 132,243) 
0.006557 1 0.1816190 Start pulse no. 1 
0.002981 1 0.1831097  
0.006472 1 0.1821192  
0.006557 1 0.1799226  
0.005620 1 0.1767354  
0.006557 1 0.1722832  
0.002981 1 0.1669091  
0.006557 1 0.1609565  
   
 
 
 
0.004939 1 0.0674501 Continue until the end 
of pulse no. 1 0.006217 1 0.0782276 
0.006387 1 0.0872889  
0.005791 1 0.0939575  
0.005791 1 0.0939570  
0.007238 1 0.0969280  
0.005024 1 0.0943490  
0.006046 2 0.085543 Start pulse no. 2 
0.006472 2 0.072284  
0.005876 2 0.058114  
0.007153 2 0.0459245  
0.004684 2 0.0365591  
0.006217 2 0.0299200  
0.006387 2 0.0258699  
 
 
  
 
Continue until the 
middle of last pulse 
(no. 28) 
1.080495 28 44.222411 
1.081602 28 44.216517 
1.085690 28 44.209515 
1.080750 28 44.204651 
1.080750 28 44.202760 
1.081006 28 44.203023  
 
 
  
 
0.006557 28 0.0986647  
0.005365 28 0.0972329  
0.006302 28 0.092035  
0.005791 
0.011241 
0.006472 
28 
28 
28 
0.083052 
0.070892 
0.057947 
This is the last row of 
2 inputs and 1 output 
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On the whole, the fluctuations and decreasing in voltage recorded during the 
calibration pressure sensor follow different force patterns to those recorded from the 
load cell measurements. In this work, we sought to establish a methodology for the 
analysis of pressure measurement system in real time. Accordingly, the optimum 
number of hidden neurons was selected based on the trial and error approach to achieve 
a highest performance analysis. The Proposed model was retrained several times using 
the calibrated data until the best performance with minimum MSE were achieved as 
listed in Table 5.2.  Comparing between number of hidden neurons used, a 10 neurons 
in the hidden layer was the best output obtained. The MSE performance was 0.173, 
0.175 and 0.172 for validation, testing and training respectively. The total MSE was 
0.173 which indicates a remarkable performance.   
Table 5.2. Selection of the best ANN model performance  
No. of 
Hidden 
neurons 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Performance 
(MSE) 
0.185 0.186 0.173 0.181 0.197 0.182 0.180 0.179 0.181 0.179 
No. of epoch 1000 614 1000 121 87 169 123 89 123 136 
Best epoch 1000 608 1000 115 81 163 117 95 129 142 
Train 
Performance 
0.186 0.188 0.172 0.180 0.197 0.183 0.179 0.180 0.182 0.178 
Test 
Performance 
0.185 0.185 0.175 0.180 0.195 0.183 0.184 0.177 0.180 0.180 
Validity 
Performance 
0.185 0.186 0.173 0.181 0.199 0.177 0.180 0.178 0.178 0.182 
 
5.1.1 Training output 
After the parameters of ANN were successfully selected include 10 neurons in the 
hidden layer, the Proposed LMBP-ANN model was trained using MATLAB based on 
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the first experiment data then the output was calculated. The C++ code of training 
model can be found in the Appendix C.  The training process continued, epoch after 
epoch, until a best validated performance was achieved. Figure 5.2 displays the 
predication output forces of the trained model and its corresponding target. Practically, 
132,243 output points which represent the pattern of pressure sensor 1 were same as 
the number of input calibration points and its corresponding target force. The green 
colour represents the experimental calibration forces in real time without ANN model 
used while the red colour indicates the prediction output forces of the Proposed ANN-
LMBP model as well as the target reference is the blue colure. Without applying the 
Proposed model, the fluctuations of output forces (green) above and below the 
reference (blue) have observed during the calibration process. This means inaccurate 
measurements have appeared due to nonlinearity output.  
In contrast, the prediction output forces (red) based on the Proposed ANN-LMBP 
model has accurately measured as evident in Figure 5.2. The predicted force pattern 
(red) was depicted in the middle of the reference (blue) without outlier data. It is 
evident from the results that, the Proposed ANN-LMBP model is successfully self-
calibrated the prediction force to be compatible with the target force (reference) 
accordingly. In the next sections, the performance and regression of the Proposed 
model are evaluated as well as the system model is tested with a new untrained data 
sent.  
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Figure 5.2. Output trained LMBP-ANN model versus the target (reference) and 
the calibration input based on experiment 1 
 
 Performance of the LMBP-ANN model 
The performance of the LMBP-ANN model mainly depended on its ability to predict 
the output data with reasonable accuracy. In this research, the MSE is selected to check 
the performance and to indicate how much the accuracy is.  Figure 5.3 plots variations 
of the MSE with training epochs based on calibration data of experiment 1. The errors 
of the training, validation and testing data kept decreasing until the validation error 
failed to decrease for six iterations (validation stop). In this training network, the best 
validated performance was recorded at epoch 1000. It apparent that the result was 
reasonable because of the following considerations: the final MSE was small 
(0.17325); the test set error and the validation set error had similar characteristics, and 
no significant overfitting occurred by Iteration 1000 (where the best validation 
performance occurred). 
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Figure 5.3. The performance of training, validation and test errors with training 
epochs based on calibration data of experiment 1 
 
In real world application, the performance of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is 
mostly depends upon its generalization capability. Generalization of the ANN is ability 
to handle unseen data. The generalization capability of the network is mostly 
determined by system complexity and training of the network. Good generalization 
can also be obtained by going for a smaller network, which can fit the data well without 
overfitting. These features will be taken into account while implementing our 
algorithm.  Furthermore the developed algorithm should be cover the whole scenarios 
of sensor calibrations to ensure generalization.  
Thereby, the training Proposed ANN model based on trial and error approach was 
performed using more calibrated data from first and second experimental calibration. 
Therefore, 132,243 of measurement data points from first experiment and 130,990 data 
points from second experiment were fed into the Proposed network model with 2 × 
263,233 matrix input. A 1 × 263,233 was the target of the trained model which 
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represented the target force for each input value. The model was trained until the best 
validation performance was occurred. The errors of the training data, validation data 
and testing data kept decreasing until the validation error failed to decrease for six 
iterations (validation stop). As can be seen in Figure 5.4, the final MSE was (0.17118) 
which was smaller than recorded in experiment 1. Besides, the test and validation set 
error had similar characteristics, and no significant overfitting occurred by Iteration 
1000 (where the best validation performance occurred). In this training model, the 
output error was decreased even the input calibration data were increased compared to 
experiment 1. It is evident that the trained network model detected a good agreement 
between the network’s input and target regardless of fluctuating in the input voltage 
data set. 
 
Figure 5.4. The performance of training, validation and test errors with training 
epochs based on calibration data of experiment 1 and experiment 2 
Consequently, and in the same way, the training network using the Proposed LMBP-
ANN model was performed based on the calibrated data from first, second and third 
experimental calibration. By this method, the developed algorithm has covered the 
whole scenarios of sensor calibrations to ensure the generalization.  
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Accordingly, 385,382 of measurement data points from first, second and third 
experiment were fed into the Proposed network model with 2 × 385,382 matrix input. 
A 1 × 385,382 was the target of the trained model which represented the target force 
for each input value. The model was trained until the best validation performance was 
occurred. The errors of the training data, validation data and testing data kept 
decreasing until the validation error failed to decrease for six iterations (validation 
stop). Figure 5.5 demonstrates the variations of MSE with training epochs. The final 
MSE was (0.88354) bigger than recorded in experiment 1 and experiment 2. It is 
reasonable to detect that error because the input calibration data of experiment 3 were 
random pulses. Even the input measurement data of the trained network was random 
but the Proposed model able to detect the agreement between the input and the target 
with acceptable error. In addition, the test and the validation set error almost had 
similar characteristics, and no significant overfitting occurred by Iteration 335 (where 
the best validation performance occurred). There is evidence to indicate that in this 
training model, the training epoch was decreased due to the huge number of input 
calibration data compared to experiment 1 and experiment 2. 
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Figure 5.5. The performance of training, validation and test errors with training 
epochs based on calibration data of experiment 1, experiment 2 and experiment 
3 
 
 Regression of the Proposed LMBP-ANN model 
The regression of the Proposed LMBP-ANN model mainly dependes on its ability to 
highly predict the agreement of output data with target. R is used to measure the 
correlation between outputs and targets. R value of 1 indicated a closed relationship 
while 0 is a random relationship. As shown in Figure 5.6, the Proposed LMBP-ANN 
model was able to accurately predict the self-calibration of force sensor relative to the 
target based on experiment 1. The coefficients of determination of model prediction 
versus target for the training, validation and test data set are 0.99975, 0.99975, and 
0.99974, respectively. It is apparent that the Proposed LMBP-ANN model captured 
the relationships between the provided input and output data with acceptable accuracy, 
indicating excellent performance. Furthermore, regardless of the fluctuating input 
voltage data set to the trained network, a remarkable agreement between the network’s 
output force and target force for all data was observed. The reliability of the Proposed 
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LMBP-ANN model for the complete data set of experiment 1 was also evaluated via 
the mean square error (MSE) and coefﬁcient of determination (R2) between the 
model’s prediction and target. The MSE value according to Equation (3.5) was 
0.17325 and R value was 0.99975, which also indicated adequate performance.   
In addition to the aforementioned validity of the network performance, the histogram 
method was also used to obtain additional verification. According to Figure 5.7, it 
displays the data distribution of a continuous variable and the blue, green and red bars 
represent training, validation and testing data, respectively. The histogram can give an 
indication of the outliers, which are data points where the fit is significantly worse than 
the majority of data. In this case, most of the errors fell between −1 and 1, and there 
were no outliers for either training or validation points, as evidenced in the testing 
regression plot. 
 
Figure 5.6. The agreement between the network’s outputs force and target force 
for training, validation, test and complete data set based on experiment 1 
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Figure 5.7. Structure of a 20-bin histogram using the LMBP-ANN model based 
on experiment 1 
Eventually, the weight and bias matrices for the trained LMBP-ANN model at epoch 
1000 were computed, which were saved and later will be programmed into the 
microcontroller in order to determine the pressure compensation. w1 represents the 
weight between the input layer and the hidden layer, w2 represents the weight between 
the hidden layer and the output layer, b1 and b2 denote the bias of the hidden layer and 
the output layer, respectively. 
𝐰𝟏 = [
𝟏. 𝟕𝟕𝟐𝟔 𝟑. 𝟒𝟑𝟗𝟎 −𝟏. 𝟕𝟕𝟒𝟗 𝟏𝟎. 𝟔𝟓𝟑𝟐 𝟏. 𝟗𝟐𝟗𝟐 −𝟏. 𝟗𝟒𝟗𝟎 −𝟏. 𝟕𝟑𝟒𝟏 −𝟐. 𝟑𝟓𝟐𝟑 𝟑𝟎. 𝟖𝟓𝟎𝟒 𝟎. 𝟏𝟎𝟑𝟗
  −𝟏𝟎. 𝟓𝟐𝟗𝟏 𝟏𝟒. 𝟐𝟑𝟎𝟑 𝟏𝟎. 𝟖𝟒𝟓𝟐 𝟏. 𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟎 𝟎. 𝟏𝟖𝟓𝟐  −𝟎. 𝟒𝟎𝟎𝟎 −𝟎. 𝟏𝟗𝟒𝟔 𝟒. 𝟐𝟎𝟒𝟗 −𝟎. 𝟏𝟎𝟗𝟖 𝟖. 𝟕𝟗𝟖𝟗
] 
𝐛𝟏  = [−𝟗. 𝟒𝟗𝟗𝟗 −𝟏𝟐. 𝟎𝟔𝟖𝟕 𝟗. 𝟕𝟓𝟗𝟏 −𝟕. 𝟕𝟔𝟕𝟓 −𝟎. 𝟓𝟐𝟐𝟔 −𝟏. 𝟖𝟒𝟗𝟗 −𝟏. 𝟓𝟖𝟖𝟕 𝟓. 𝟏𝟖𝟔𝟓 𝟐𝟗. 𝟔𝟏𝟕𝟔 𝟏𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟎𝟖] 
𝐰𝟐 = [𝟏. 𝟎𝟗𝟎𝟖 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟔𝟕 𝟏. 𝟎𝟓𝟖𝟐  𝟎. 𝟎𝟕𝟐𝟓 𝟎. 𝟑𝟕𝟑𝟑 𝟎. 𝟕𝟗𝟏𝟕 −𝟏. 𝟔𝟏𝟖𝟐 𝟎. 𝟎𝟑𝟕𝟕 𝟎. 𝟎𝟗𝟐𝟏 −𝟎. 𝟏𝟒𝟗𝟎]T 
𝐛𝟐 = [−𝟎. 𝟏𝟖𝟒𝟒] 
The regression of the LMBP-ANN model based on the calibration data set of first and 
second experiments was also determined. As discussed in the previous section, the 
MSE of the trained model was decreased when more calibration data set fed into the 
input of the Proposed model. To check the relation between the output’s network and 
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target force after increasing data set input, the regression graph was predicted as 
demonstrated in Figure 5.8. It is apparent that the agreement between the network’s 
outputs and target for training, validation, test and complete data set. The ANN model 
output was able to precisely predict the self-calibration of the force sensor relative to 
the target based on experiment 1 and experiment 2. The coefficients of determination 
of model prediction versus target for the training, validation and test data set are 
0.99963, 0.99963, and 0.99963, respectively. Even more data were fed into the 
network based on experiment 1 and experiment 2, the average coefficient of 
determination (0.99963) was almost same with the average coefficient of experiment 
1 which was 0.99975. In genral, it can be argued that regardless of the fluctuating input 
voltage data fed to the trained network as well as the increasing of input data set used, 
a remarkable agreement between the network’s output force and target force for all 
data were recorded. Which indicating an excellent performance. 
The reliability of the Proposed LMBP-ANN model for the complete data set of 
experiment 1 and experiment 2 was also calculated via the mean square error (MSE) 
and coefﬁcient of determination (R2) between the model’s prediction and target. The 
MSE value according to Equation (3.5) was 0.17118 and R value was 0.99963, which 
also indicated an acceptable results.  
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Figure 5.8. The agreement between the network’s outputs force and target force 
for training, validation, test and complete data set based on calibration data of 
experiment 1 and experiment 2 
On the whole, the weight and bias matrices for the trained network model based on 
experiment 1 and experiment 2 were determined, which were saved and later will be 
programmed into the microcontroller in order to calculate the pressure compensation 
in real time environment. 
𝐰𝟏 = [
𝟐. 𝟎𝟕𝟎𝟓 𝟑𝟖. 𝟔𝟑𝟖𝟓 −𝟓. 𝟎𝟒𝟑𝟕 𝟏. 𝟗𝟐𝟗𝟖 𝟏. 𝟗𝟎𝟓𝟗 −𝟐. 𝟎𝟕𝟒𝟎 −𝟎. 𝟗𝟔𝟐𝟖 −𝟏. 𝟖𝟑𝟓𝟎 𝟐𝟏𝟕. 𝟎𝟎𝟓𝟗 𝟏. 𝟒𝟑𝟕𝟑
  −𝟒. 𝟓𝟕𝟒𝟑 𝟏𝟑. 𝟏𝟑𝟕𝟓 −𝟎. 𝟑𝟕𝟓𝟓 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝟑𝟒 𝟐. 𝟒𝟐𝟕𝟔  −𝟎. 𝟎𝟒𝟔𝟎 𝟎. 𝟎𝟑𝟕𝟑 𝟑. 𝟓𝟕𝟒𝟐 𝟎. 𝟑𝟎𝟗𝟏 𝟑. 𝟗𝟒𝟏𝟒
] 
𝐛𝟏  = [−𝟒. 𝟖𝟒𝟗𝟕 −𝟐𝟖. 𝟒𝟖𝟑𝟐 𝟓. 𝟗𝟐𝟐𝟖 −𝟏. 𝟔𝟑𝟕𝟔 𝟎. 𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟔 𝟏. 𝟔𝟕𝟓𝟒 −𝟐. 𝟔𝟎𝟏𝟓 −𝟏. 𝟒𝟒𝟗𝟎 𝟐𝟏𝟐. 𝟑𝟒𝟗𝟓 𝟒. 𝟑𝟏𝟒𝟑] 
𝐰𝟐 = [𝟎. 𝟎𝟒𝟏𝟒 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐𝟓𝟓 𝟐. 𝟕𝟒𝟕𝟗  𝟏𝟏. 𝟔𝟐𝟐𝟎 𝟎. 𝟎𝟒𝟑𝟏 𝟗. 𝟗𝟑𝟐𝟓 −𝟏𝟔. 𝟎𝟕𝟑𝟖 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐𝟎𝟖 𝟎. 𝟎𝟒𝟓𝟏 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐𝟒𝟗]T 
𝐛𝟐 = [−𝟏𝟔. 𝟖𝟔𝟏𝟓] 
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Finally, the regression of the Proposed LMBP-ANN model based on the calibration 
data set of first, second and third experiments was also determined. The coefficient of 
determination of model prediction versus experimental data for the training, validation 
and test data set were 0.99757, 0.99783, and 0.99746, respectively. Even more random 
data were fed into the network based on experiment 3, the coefficient of determination 
(R) was (0.9976) which was stilled acceptable. The values for weights and bias were 
taken from the trained network of LMBP-ANN model based on the experiment 1, 
experiment 2 and experiment 3 with the values of: 
𝐰𝟏 = [
𝟖. 𝟔𝟗𝟕𝟖 𝟗. 𝟕𝟐𝟐𝟓 𝟑. 𝟒𝟎𝟓𝟐 𝟑. 𝟐𝟎𝟔𝟕 𝟐. 𝟑𝟒𝟎𝟒 𝟏. 𝟑𝟓𝟒𝟏 −𝟎. 𝟒𝟑𝟒𝟒 𝟒. 𝟏𝟖𝟐𝟑 −𝟏. 𝟗𝟏𝟏𝟖 𝟎. 𝟏𝟒𝟖𝟏
  𝟐𝟎. 𝟎𝟕𝟔𝟎 −𝟎. 𝟎𝟔𝟐𝟓 −𝟐. 𝟑𝟒𝟓𝟐 −𝟑. 𝟔𝟔𝟏𝟖 −𝟐. 𝟒𝟐𝟏𝟎  −𝟎. 𝟕𝟐𝟎𝟑 −𝟎. 𝟗𝟐𝟓𝟐 𝟑. 𝟒𝟗𝟑𝟏 𝟎. 𝟎𝟑𝟐𝟑 −𝟑. 𝟑𝟒𝟒𝟎
] 
𝐛𝟏  = [−𝟏𝟓. 𝟖𝟎𝟔𝟎 𝟖. 𝟎𝟕𝟕𝟏 −𝟐. 𝟓𝟎𝟓𝟒 −𝟒. 𝟓𝟐𝟔𝟔 −𝟏. 𝟎𝟐𝟐𝟓 −𝟎. 𝟖𝟓𝟖𝟗 𝟎. 𝟏𝟐𝟏𝟐 𝟒. 𝟎𝟕𝟕𝟏 −𝟐. 𝟖𝟑𝟕𝟕 𝟐. 𝟏𝟔𝟖𝟕] 
𝐰𝟐[−𝟎. 𝟏𝟒𝟓𝟐 −𝟎. 𝟏𝟏𝟒𝟒 −𝟎. 𝟏𝟖𝟐𝟕  −𝟎. 𝟎𝟖𝟎𝟑 −𝟎. 𝟏𝟔𝟕𝟕 𝟏. 𝟎𝟔𝟔𝟎 −𝟎. 𝟑𝟑𝟎𝟔 −𝟎. 𝟎𝟑𝟔𝟖 −𝟒. 𝟑𝟕𝟎𝟑 𝟎. 𝟎𝟕𝟓𝟖]T 
𝐛𝟐 = [−𝟑. 𝟕𝟓𝟎𝟒] 
The Proposed LMBP-ANN model is applied and implemented based the calculated 
results and the self-calibration signal of pressure sensor is computed according to 
Equation 3.6. Subsequently, PSCA is implemented successfully.  
 
 Proposed Self-Calibration algorithm testing and evaluation with untrained 
data set 
The performance and effectiveness of the PSCA were further evaluated using a new 
independent input data set that the LMBP-ANN model has never been trained on. This 
to check the validity of PSCA. Accordingly, two new vectors, with 3600 input data, 
were introduced to the LMBP-ANN model based on experiment 1 data set in order to 
predict the self-calibration of pressure. One vector represents the input voltage and the 
other one denotes the number of pulses for pressure sensor 1 as a sample. Voltage data, 
with values from 0 to 1.2 in 0.01 increments, were fed into the neural network 
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simultaneously with number of pulses (30 pulses). The matrix of 1 × 3600 was the 
output of the trained algorithm (predicted data), which represents the desired force. 
After that the PSCA was implemented based on the Proposed model using MATLAB 
and the final results were calculated. 
As shown in Figure 5.9, the Proposed LMBP-ANN model was able to predict the self-
calibration of force relative to either with target force (reference) or without target 
force. It is evident from the results that the predicted output tracked the target 
successfully during the first 28 pulses (reference) which were calibrated previously as 
introduced in section 4.1. The estimated force pattern in the middle of target can be 
observed as well as there are no data outliers. Furthermore, more two pulses after pulse 
28 were predicted correctly even the reference no longer exsists. The results verify that 
the PSCA can effectively correct and accurately measure the input force, which proves 
sufficient performance. 
To clarify more how the Proposed LMBP-ANN model performed either after 20 min 
of calibration time or if the applied force was higher than target force (reference), the 
model was tested from pulse 28 onward as shown in Figure 5.10. The blue curve is the 
target force, which represents the reference for the tested data, while the red is the 
output force (prediction) of the trained network based on a new untrained input data. 
There is evident to indicate that, the Proposed model was effectively estimated the 
desired data in line with target and achieved a typical performance at pulse number 28 
(20 min onwards). After that, a new predicted data was successfully estimated and it 
was compatible with the estimated pattern even the reference no longer exists, as 
printed at the end of curve. However, the two blue lines of target force are due to the 
hysteresis of sensor calibration. Although the hysteresis of sensor has increased during 
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the process time, the Proposed model kept prediction of the desired data within the 
target range.  
 
Figure 5.9. Output trained LMBP-ANN model performance versus the target 
(reference) based on experiment 1 using untrained data set input 
 
 
Figure 5.10. Output trained LMBP-ANN model performance versus target 
(reference) for pulse number 28 (20 min onward) 
The PSCA based on experiment 1 and experiment 2 was tested using a new 
independent input data set that the LMBP-ANN model has never been trained on. Two 
new vectors, with 4920 input data, were fed to the LMBP-ANN model based on 
experiment 1 and experiment 2 to predict the self-calibration of force. These data were 
divided to 41 pulses as an input to predict the output presser pattern and to test the 
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effectiveness and validity of PSCA. In addition, in this training test, the number of 
pulses was increased compared to the test of experiment 1 so as to check the 
generalization capability of the Proposed algorithm after the new updated weights and 
biases. Consequently, the matrix of 1 × 4920 was the output of the trained algorithm 
(predicted data), which represents the desired force.    
The PSCA was implemented based on the Proposed model using MATLAB and the 
final results were calculated. Figure 5.11 illustrates the output of trained LMBP-ANN 
model based on experiment 1 and experiment 2 data calibration using untrained data 
set input. The predicted force pattern was effectively presented relative to either with 
target force (reference) or without target force. It can be observed how the predicted 
output tracked the target successfully during the first 28 pulses (reference). In addition, 
compatible with number of input pulses, the output of 41 pulses was correctly 
predicted even the reference no longer exists. The results verify that the PSCA has the 
ability to precisely predict the output forces even the input data has untrained before.   
Similarly, the PSCA based on experiment 1, experiment 2 and experiment 3 was tested 
using a new independent input data set that the LMBP-ANN model  has never been 
trained on. Same input matrix 2 × 4920 with previous test was used to predict the force 
output. A matrix of 1 × 4920 was the output of the trained algorithm (predicted data), 
which represents the desired force as illustrated in Figure 5.12.     
The results proved that the PSCA can accurately estimate the applied forces over time, 
even the uncertain behaviour of pressure sensor was occurred. It is apparent that the 
PSCA corrected the pressure pattern over time according to the identified pulse even 
the reference no longer exists. 
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Figure 5.11. Output trained LMBP-ANN model performance versus the target 
(reference) based on experiment 1 and experiment 2 using untrained data set 
input 
 
 
Figure 5.12. Output trained LMBP-ANN model performance versus the target 
(reference) based on experiment 1, experiment 2 and experiment 3 using 
untrained data set input 
 
 Summary 
In this chapter, to fulfil the proposed methodology, the developed LMBP-ANN model 
to self-calibration pressure has introduced based on three experiments. First, the 
training and evaluation of the Proposed model are implemented using the previous 
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calibration data. Then the performance and regression of PSCA are effectively 
investigated. Finally, testing of the PSCA based on LMBP-ANN model is executed 
with new untrained data set. Table 5.3 demonstrates the results of Proposed model 
based on experiment 1, experiment 2 and experiment 3.  
Overall, the LMBP-ANN model has able to successfully predict the desired force over 
time, even the uncertain behaviour of the pressure sensors due to its material creep. 
This implies that the PSCA has overcome the problems of hysteresis, variation in gain 
and lack of linearity over time.  Besides, the Proposed model has exhibited a 
remarkable performance than traditional methods with a max mean square error of 
0.17325 and an R-value over 0.99 for the total response of training, testing and 
validation. The objectives of this study have been achieved by the Proposed model 
with high capability and performance. 
 
Table 5.3. The results of Proposed LMBP-ANN model based on the 
three experiments 
Experiment 
No. 
Calibration Training, Evaluation and 
Performance 
Test 
Applied 
force 
(N) 
Holding 
Time 
(sec) 
Data 
points 
No. of 
Pulses 
Data 
points 
(MSE) R Data 
points 
No. of 
Pulses 
1 44.13 10 132,243 28 132243 0.17325 0.99975 3600 30 
2 19.61 5 130,990 39 263,233 0.17118 0.99963 4920 41 
3 > 30 - 122,149 83 385,382 0.88354 0.99760 4920 41 
Note Sampling rate is 100 Hz No. of neurons in the 
Hidden layer is 10 
Real time 
independent data 
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CHAPTER 6  
6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR DEVELOPING ROBOTIC HAND 
GLOVE SYSTEM  
In this chapter we present the results of the proposed method of stage 3. The 
developing of robotic hand glove system based on PSCA is presented. Then a real time 
grasping sampled objects with different weights based on the developed robotic glove 
system are investigated. The performance, accuracy and validity of PSCA are tested 
with real time input data using MCU and MATLAB.  
 Developing Robotic Hand Glove System 
Developing an intelligent wearable robotic hand glove system with self-calibration 
feature of grasping mechanism is completed. After the experiment setup was prepared 
as outlined in section 3.5.2, the integration of pressure sensors, control circuit, readout 
circuit and developed robotic hand glove are prepared together into a complete 
working system. The PSCA based on wearable developed hand glove is implemented 
using MATLB. After that measuring the applied forces, implementing real time 
secured grasping mechanism and elimination the systematic errors are the major 
experiments activity, aimed to be investigated. 
6.1.1 Real time grasping mechanism 
There are growing number of disabled patients combined with a diminishing number 
of therapists in various countries. Thus, there is an increasing feeling that using robotic 
hand or assistive devices could have considerable potential in improving the medical 
outcomes and can provide home help. Especially, hands paralysis need to enhance the 
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capability of grasping mechanism and enhance the secure grasping through sensing 
method. Due to that development of a real time secured grasping system for wearable 
robotic hand glove is proposed. The developed system was implemented based on 
PSCA in order to ensure the secured grasping mechanism. Figure 6.1 displays grasping 
sampled object with different weights based on the developed robotic hand glove 
system. A plastic bottle as a sample was selected to be grasped and experiment with 
pick the bottle and place using the developed robotic hand glove by a right hand normal 
user (person) was done. The real time experiment based PSCA was executed based on 
four different weights 0.5kg, 1kg, 1.5kg and 2kg in order to check the pressure forces 
pattern of grasping object.  
 
Figure 6.1. Grasping plastic bottle with different weights based on the developed 
robotic hand glove system 
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First, the user hand picked up the bottle and grasped it for around 10 sec with sufficient 
grasping force according to its weight. After that the bottle was entirely placed on a 
flat table for a few seconds. Then this action was repeated one time. The output was 
two pulses of grasped object using developed glove system based on PSCA. The output 
force of user hand grasping a 0.5kg plastic bottle was computed based on developed 
glove as displayed in Figure 6.2. The calibration forces in real time before and after 
using the PSCA were obtained simultaneously using the proposed measurement 
system. It is evident from the results that the PSCA (blue curve) estimated the desired 
force over time even the decrease and fluctuation of force pattern before applying the 
PSCA (brown curve).  
In addition, even under the same experimental conditions were used for pick and place 
sampled object, the PSCA has the ability to successfully and accurately detect the 
differences between grasping forces of each pulse per figure according to the user hand 
manipulation. This implies that the capability of grasping mechanism and the secure 
grasping robotic hand glove have enhanced. Finally, the pressure distribution on five 
fingers was detected while the user hand grasping a bottle. For example, index and 
middle fingers are produced the most applied forces in the first pulse of grasping 
compare to other fingers. In contrast, the most applied forces in the second pulse of 
pick up and place the object are produced by little and middle fingers.  
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Figure 6.2. The output force with PSCA and without of the user hand grasping 
a 0.5kg plastic bottle based on developed robotic hand glove system  
Similarly, the user hand grasped a plastic bottle with 1kg, 1.5kg and 2kg in weight 
based on the wearable developed robotic hand glove then the output force was 
computed as indicated in Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 respectively. The 
figures presents the grasping force pattern before and after using the PSCA and the 
behaviour of each sensor over time. Different weights of the same grasped bottle 
produced different force patterns. Because of the grasping was executed in real time, 
the detected output force was depicted according to the user hand grasping.  
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Figure 6.3. The output force with PSCA and without of the user hand grasping 
a 1kg plastic bottle based on developed robotic hand glove system  
 
 
Figure 6.4. The output force with PSCA and without of the user hand grasping 
a 1.5kg plastic bottle based on developed robotic hand glove system  
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Figure 6.5. The output force with PSCA and without of the user hand grasping 
a 2kg plastic bottle based on developed robotic hand glove system  
 
 
6.1.2 Real time grasping repetitive exercise 
The Proposed LMBP-ANN model was trained based on calibration data of third 
experiment as outlined in the methodology chapter. The extracted data were obtained 
from a random applied force with repetitive way, leading to enhance the capability of 
PSCA. This is to imitate the repetitive exercise required for hand paralysis to restore 
motor sensory functions so they can perform their daily living activity such as 
grasping. 
However, in this section, a real time grasping repetitive exercise was executed based 
on PSCA. The user hand grasped a sponge ball of 29g in repetitive exercise with 100 
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times based on the developed robotic hand glove as shown in Figure 6.6. The output 
force of grasping ball was calculated before and after applying the PSCA.  As we can 
see in Figure 6.7, the pressure sensors response of grasping for each finger are 
presented. The blue curve is the output force of using PSCA in real time grasping while 
the brown curve is before using PSCA. It can be observed in Figure 6.7 the self-
calibrated force over time and how the PSCA precisely corrected the force pattern 
according to the user hand grasping. Furthermore, the response force sensor during 
100 times of grasping was changed from pulse to pulse as well as changed per finger. 
To clarify more, the response force sensor of ring finger is plotted as depicted in Figure 
6.8. The differences between using the PSCA and without were observed in the force 
pattern. As detailed in Figure 6.8, the maximum output force based PSCA was 5.23 N 
while 1.66 N was the output force without using PSCA. There is evidence to indicate 
that PSCA has corrected the value of force over time as desired   
 
Figure 6.6. Grasping sponge ball with repetitive exercise based on the developed 
robotic hand glove system 
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Figure 6.7. The output force of repetitive exercise with PSCA and without of the 
user hand grasping a 29g ball based on developed robotic hand glove system  
 
 
Figure 6.8. The output force of Ring finger during repetitive exercise with 
PSCA and without of the user hand grasping a 29g ball based on developed 
robotic hand glove system  
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 Test of real time Proposed self-calibration algorithm  
The PSCA was implemented and tested in real time based on MCU and software 
(MATLAB). Same experiment 1 was repeated by applying a continuous forces up to 
44.13 N within 20 min to the sensing area of pressure sensor 1 as example. This 
experiment is to check the accuracy, validity, reliability and performance of the PSCA 
in real time since the features of applied pressure is cover the aims of this research as 
previously discussed.  
Real time calibration data of the output forces using the proposed measurement system 
were collected based on PSCA and without. The 28 values of pulse peak of the pressure 
pattern were obtained to easily test the Proposed model by comparing the output with 
the ideal reference (Target). Table 6.1 shows the input and output data of 28 calibration 
points that were obtained from pulse peak based on PSCA and without. The yellow 
column is the output forces without using the PSCA (Traditional calibration) while the 
blue column is the output forces based on MCU and using the PSCA. Finally, the 
output forces in red column is after using the PSCA based on software (MATLAB). It 
is highly likely that the PSCA was effectively worked by correction the output forces 
to the target. The problem of nonlinear output sensor can be detected in the force values 
obtained before implementing PSCA. The output forces fluctuated above and below 
the ideal (44.13 N) according to the force values as listed in yellow column which were 
calibrated by applying the PSCA as recorded in the values of red and blue column.   
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Table 6.1. The output force using PSCA with 28 calibration points 
based on MATLAB and MCU 
Pulse no. Input 
Voltage 
 
Output Force 
(Without PSCA) 
PSCA Output 
Force (MCU) 
 
PSCA Output 
Force (MATLAB) 
 
1 1.215301 47.28797665 43.34973735 43.78127846 
2 1.237357 48.14618677 43.35655297 43.82836008 
3 1.231311 47.91093385 43.38879723 43.73894261 
4 1.229012 47.8214786 43.62696153 43.92779826 
5 1.204571 46.87046693 43.78654515 43.87766808 
6 1.229608 47.84466926 43.63318876 43.86724715 
7 1.234973 48.05342412 43.42973019 43.76645485 
8 1.237017 48.1329572 43.75773321 43.85175254 
9 1.224073 47.62929961 43.57999749 43.87153352 
10 1.21973 47.46031128 43.58793107 43.93135635 
11 1.204827 46.88042802 43.90155754 43.87427967 
12 1.196992 46.5755642 43.64454486 43.86037776 
13 1.196226 46.54575875 43.68190819 43.9063139 
14 1.187284 46.19782101 43.52596285 43.86839642 
15 1.16344 45.27003891 43.4859321 43.6553479 
16 1.183707 46.05863813 43.6459276 43.9251326 
17 1.189498 46.28396887 43.58504791 44.01726932 
18 1.171445 45.58151751 43.6140756 43.89554358 
19 1.161822 45.20708171 43.73275568 43.84549255 
20 1.142831 44.4681323 43.68020184 43.68743717 
21 1.183622 46.05533074 43.62673598 44.11828703 
22 1.131931 44.04400778 43.64883036 43.68674243 
23 1.156031 44.98175097 43.61063346 44.09208879 
24 1.107064 43.07642023 43.65658742 43.69307352 
25 1.111408 43.24544747 43.5229424 43.8714201 
26 1.115155 43.39124514 43.54590957 43.98200108 
27 1.10485 42.99027237 43.5117432 43.91414265 
28 1.094205 42.57607004 43.53539684 43.83646762 
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On the whole, for validity and performance purpose of the PSCA, the Mean Absolute 
Deviation (MAD), Mean Square Error (MSE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and 
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) were calculated as displayed in Table 6.2. 
By applying the PSCA, the MSE has decreased from 6.33 to 0.30 based on MCU and 
0.08 based on MATLAB. Similarly, the MAPE has decreased from 5.01% to 1.21% 
and 0.60% base on MCU and MATLAB respectively. 
Table 6.2. Testing PSCA evaluation with 28 calibration points 
 
Output  
(Without 
PSCA) 
PSCA 
Output 
(MCU) 
PSCA 
Output 
(MATLAB) 
MAD 2.21 0.53 0.27 
MSE 6.33 0.30 0.08 
RMSE 2.52 0.55 0.29 
MAPE % 5.01 1.21 0.60 
 
In most cased, the PSCA has corrected the output data in real time according to the 
target (Ideal) as shown in Figure 6.9. First, the decrease with fluctuation of output 
forces over time has observed before applying the PSCA as depicted in the yellow 
curve.  It has decreased from 48.15 N to 42.58 N during the 20 min of experimental 
test. In contrast, with applying the PSCA, the output forces have self-calibrated to the 
optimal value with minimum error as drawn in the red and blue curves. The red and 
blue curves are the output forces based on MATLAB and MCU respectively. 
According to Figure 6.9, increasing the accuracy is proven when applying the PSCA. 
Because the output forces based on MATLAB and MCU are closed to the target (Ideal) 
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nevertheless the output forces without using the PSCA. Overall, obtaining the secured 
data in real time have been achieved by applying the PSCA and the objectives of this 
research have been conducted accordingly.     
 
Figure 6.9. Performance the PSCA with 28 calibration points of pressure sensor 
based on MATLAB and MCU 
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CHAPTER 7  
7 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS   
 Conclusion   
There is an increasing potential demand for robotic hand glove that can provide home 
help in upper limb rehabilitation where there is a growing number of paralysed hand 
patients combined with a diminishing number of therapists in various countries. The 
most common features of paralysed hand rehabilitation is to achieve a secure level of 
physical and psychological functioning that allows patients to return home and 
perform everyday activities. Due to that patients with paralysed hand need usable 
comfortable device to create secure grasp and to increase the hand strength and restore 
the hand function. 
In this thesis, a novel Proposed Self-Calibration Algorithm (PSCA) of pressure sensor 
in real time is presented for a secure grasping robotic hand glove through sensing 
method based on wearable developed robotic hand glove. The PSCA was implemented 
using the Proposed Levenberg Marquardt Back Propagation Artificial Neural Network 
(LMBP-ANN) model. The LMBP training algorithm was effectively applied in the 
ANN model to minimize the MSE and to determine the optimal parameters that govern 
the input-output relationship of the model. Three experimental calibrations of pressure 
sensor were performed in real time to collect the data required to the Proposed 
algorithm. Besides, those three experiments were enough to cover the whole scenarios 
of dynamic rehabilitation based on robotic hand glove and to ensure the generalization 
of the algorithm. 
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With the pressure data obtained, the developed LMBP-ANN model was trained. The 
experimental results proved that the developed LMBP-ANN model can accurately 
estimate the applied force, and its performance is advantageous over other traditional 
methods with respect to estimation accuracy in real time. The reliability of the 
Proposed model for the complete data set was evaluated via the mean-square error 
(MSE) and coefficient of determination (R2) between the model’s predictions and 
experimental results. The MSE value was 0.17325 and R value was 0.99975, which 
indicated adequate performance.  
The performance and effectiveness of the LMBP-ANN model were further evaluated 
using a new independent input data set that the algorithm has never been trained on. 
The test results verify that the trained LMBP-ANN can effectively correct and 
accurately measure the input pressure, which proves sufficient performance. As a 
result, the LMBP-ANN model was able to successfully predict the desired force over 
time, even the uncertain behaviour of the pressure sensors due to its material creep. 
The output of Proposed LMBP-ANN model is the self-calibration signal of pressure 
sensor which is successfully implemented.  
Developing an intelligent wearable robotic hand glove system with self-calibration 
feature of grasping mechanism is investigated. The developed system is implemented 
based on PSCA in order to ensure the secured grasping mechanism. Grasping sampled 
objects (plastic bottle and sponge ball) with different weights based on the developed 
robotic hand glove system have been performed. The grasping calibration forces in 
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real time were obtained and the pressure distribution on five fingers was detected. 
Afterwards, the results show the PSCA has the ability to successfully and accurately 
estimate the desired grasping forces in real time even the decrease and fluctuation of 
the forces pattern in sensor response.  
Finally, the PSCA was implemented and tested in real time based on MCU and 
software (MATLAB). The 28 values of pulse peak of the applied pressure pattern were 
obtained to compare the output of PSCA with target (Ideal). The results proved that 
the PSCA has corrected the output force in real time according to the target (Ideal) 
with minimum error. For validity and performance purpose of PSCA, the MSE and 
MAPE are calculated of 0.30 and 1.21% base on MCU and 0.08 and 0.6 base on 
MATLAB respectively.  
Overall, the PSCA has overcome the problems of hysteresis, variation in gain and lack 
of linearity over time. Furthermore, obtaining the secured data of grasping mechanism 
in real time have achieved and the objectives of this research have conducted 
accordingly.     
 
 Recommendation 
The PSCA based on uncalibrated pressure sensor is a novel approach of estimation 
method in real time. This approach can be a useful methodology for the user to evaluate 
the performance of any measurement system in a real-time environment. In addition, 
a development robotic hand glove system as a prototype is recommended and  the 
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hardware could be refined, to integrate and miniaturize the functionalities of the 
various  hardware  components,  to  reduce  the  complete  load  of  the  robotic hand 
glove, which in turn could improve the operational efficiency and accuracy of the 
system. 
However, this proposed system can be applied in other applications where the self-
calibration algorithm is demanded. Furthermore, this proposed system able to detect 
the patterns of multi pressure sensors on one hand glove and one of strong 
recommendation is to improve the system to be capable for both hand. 
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Appendix A 
FlexiForce Sensor Datasheet 
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Appendix B 
The results of MSE and Regression of pressure sensors used 
 
 
The performance of training, validation and test errors with training epochs 
based on 44.13 N applied force (Sensor 2). 
 
 
The performance of training, validation and test errors with training epochs 
based on 44.13 N applied force (Sensor 3). 
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The performance of training, validation and test errors with training epochs 
based on 44.13 N applied force (Sensor 4). 
 
 
 
The performance of training, validation and test errors with training epochs 
based on 44.13 N applied force (Sensor 5). 
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The agreement between the network’s outputs pressure and target pressure for 
training, validation, test and complete data set for sensor 2 
 
The agreement between the network’s outputs pressure and target pressure for 
training, validation, test and complete data set for sensor 3 
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The agreement between the network’s outputs pressure and target pressure for 
training, validation, test and complete data set for sensor 4 
 
The agreement between the network’s outputs pressure and target pressure for 
training, validation, test and complete data set for sensor 5 
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Appendix C 
The C++ code training of self-calibration algorithm for a pressure sensor  
 
Experiment 1 
% Solve an Input-Output Fitting problem with a Neural Network 
% Script generated by Neural Fitting app 
% Created 16-Mar-2017 16:48:37 
% 
% This script assumes these variables are defined: 
% 
%   PressureInputs - input data. 
%   PressureTargets - target data. 
  
x = Input; 
t = Target; 
  
% Choose a Training Function 
% For a list of all training functions type: help nntrain 
% 'trainlm' is usually fastest. 
% 'trainbr' takes longer but may be better for challenging problems. 
% 'trainscg' uses less memory. Suitable in low memory situations. 
trainFcn = 'trainlm';  % Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation. 
  
% Create a Fitting Network 
hiddenLayerSize = 10; 
net = fitnet(hiddenLayerSize,trainFcn); 
  
% Choose Input and Output Pre/Post-Processing Functions 
% For a list of all processing functions type: help nnprocess 
net.input.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'}63; 
net.output.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'}; 
  
% Setup Division of Data for Training, Validation, Testing 
% For a list of all data division functions type: help nndivide 
net.divideFcn = 'dividerand';  % Divide data randomly 
net.divideMode = 'sample';  % Divide up every sample 
net.divideParam.trainRatio = 70/100; 
net.divideParam.valRatio = 15/100; 
net.divideParam.testRatio = 15/100; 
  
% Choose a Performance Function 
% For a list of all performance functions type: help nnperformance 
net.performFcn = 'mse';  % Mean Squared Error 
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% Choose Plot Functions 
% For a list of all plot functions type: help nnplot 
net.plotFcns = {'plotperform','plottrainstate','ploterrhist', ... 
    'plotregression', 'plotfit'}; 
  
% Train the Network 
[net,tr] = train(net,x,t); 
  
% Test the Network 
y = net(x); 
e = gsubtract(t,y); 
performance = perform(net,t,y) 
  
% Recalculate Training, Validation and Test Performance 
trainTargets = t .* tr.trainMask{1}; 
valTargets = t .* tr.valMask{1}; 
testTargets = t .* tr.testMask{1}; 
trainPerformance = perform(net,trainTargets,y) 
valPerformance = perform(net,valTargets,y) 
testPerformance = perform(net,testTargets,y) 
  
% View the Network 
view(net) 
  
% Plots 
% Uncomment these lines to enable various plots. 
%figure, plotperform(tr) 
%figure, plottrainstate(tr) 
%figure, ploterrhist(e) 
%figure, plotregression(t,y) 
%figure, plotfit(net,x,t) 
  
% Deployment 
% Change the (false) values to (true) to enable the following code blocks. 
% See the help for each generation function for more information. 
if (false) 
    % Generate MATLAB function for neural network for application 
    % deployment in MATLAB scripts or with MATLAB Compiler and Builder 
    % tools, or simply to examine the calculations your trained neural 
    % network performs. 
    genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction'); 
    y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x); 
end 
if (true) 
    % Generate a matrix-only MATLAB function for neural network code 
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    % generation with MATLAB Coder tools. 
    genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction','MatrixOnly','yes'); 
    y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x); 
end 
if (false) 
    % Generate a Simulink diagram for simulation or deployment with. 
    % Simulink Coder tools. 
    gensim(net); 
end 
 
 
function [y1] = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x1) 
%MYNEURALNETWORKFUNCTION neural network simulation function. 
% 
% Generated by Neural Network Toolbox function genFunction, 20-Aug-2018 
23:58:47. 
%  
% [y1] = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x1) takes these arguments: 
%   x = 2xQ matrix, input #1 
% and returns: 
%   y = 1xQ matrix, output #1 
% where Q is the number of samples. 
  
%#ok<*RPMT0> 
  
% ===== NEURAL NETWORK CONSTANTS ===== 
  
% Input 1 
x1_step1.xoffset = [0.002725;1]; 
x1_step1.gain = [1.61991589396679;0.0740740740740741]; 
x1_step1.ymin = -1; 
  
% Layer 1 
b1 = [-9.4999149190161472;-12.068694428861447;9.7590950104854759;-
7.7674815886424611;-0.52258736619162416;-1.8499009424855775;-
1.5886800719573948;5.1864589166135087;29.617619346424426;10.01075479213
241]; 
IW1_2 = [1.7725620566618983 -10.529120536558455;3.4389675903652259 
14.230342584921546;-1.7748583765174304 
10.845161554647872;10.653226938448755 
1.2109789883575202;1.9291720850154941 0.18520667119357367;-
1.9490100106719956 -0.40003867022339895;-1.7340630043216156 -
0.19455850383504805;-2.3523312674617443 
4.2049113480179319;30.850414990675031 -
0.1097550120479746;0.10389207460626715 8.7989192931580433]; 
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% Layer 2 
b2 = -0.18439305672614742; 
LW2_1 = [1.090786362578162 0.0066658797588070168 1.0581952744596634 
0.072519044422620929 0.37328432096808606 0.79169040158570847 -
1.6181639508355836 0.037652416251345633 0.092106823391836165 -
0.14896575245182903]; 
  
% Output 1 
y1_step1.ymin = -1; 
y1_step1.gain = 0.0447835075718554; 
y1_step1.xoffset = 0; 
  
% ===== SIMULATION ======== 
  
% Dimensions 
Q = size(x1,2); % samples 
  
% Input 1 
xp1 = mapminmax_apply(x1,x1_step1); 
  
% Layer 1 
a1 = tansig_apply(repmat(b1,1,Q) + IW1_1*xp1); 
  
% Layer 2 
a2 = repmat(b2,1,Q) + LW2_1*a1; 
  
% Output 1 
y1 = mapminmax_reverse(a2,y1_step1); 
end 
  
% ===== MODULE FUNCTIONS ======== 
  
% Map Minimum and Maximum Input Processing Function 
function y = mapminmax_apply(x,settings) 
  y = bsxfun(@minus,x,settings.xoffset); 
  y = bsxfun(@times,y,settings.gain); 
  y = bsxfun(@plus,y,settings.ymin); 
end 
  
% Sigmoid Symmetric Transfer Function 
function a = tansig_apply(n,~) 
  a = 2 ./ (1 + exp(-2*n)) - 1; 
end 
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% Map Minimum and Maximum Output Reverse-Processing Function 
function x = mapminmax_reverse(y,settings) 
  x = bsxfun(@minus,y,settings.ymin); 
  x = bsxfun(@rdivide,x,settings.gain); 
  x = bsxfun(@plus,x,settings.xoffset); 
end 
 
%to print the test compeared with target  
 
outputintegral = net(inputintegral); 
scatter3(Input(2,:),Input(1,:),Target,1) 
hold on 
scatter3(inputintegral(2,:),inputintegral(1,:),outputintegral,1, 'LineWidth',1) 
xlabel('Pulse','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
zlabel('Force (N)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
legend('Target Pressure (Reference)', 'Output Pressure (Prediction)') 
 
 
Experiment 2 
 
% Solve an Input-Output Fitting problem with a Neural Network 
% Script generated by Neural Fitting app 
% Created 16-Mar-2017 16:48:37 
% 
% This script assumes these variables are defined: 
% 
%   PressureInputs - input data. 
%   PressureTargets - target data. 
  
x = Input2; 
t = Target2; 
  
% Choose a Training Function 
% For a list of all training functions type: help nntrain 
% 'trainlm' is usually fastest. 
% 'trainbr' takes longer but may be better for challenging problems. 
% 'trainscg' uses less memory. Suitable in low memory situations. 
trainFcn = 'trainlm';  % Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation. 
  
% Create a Fitting Network 
hiddenLayerSize = 10; 
net = fitnet(hiddenLayerSize,trainFcn); 
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% Choose Input and Output Pre/Post-Processing Functions 
% For a list of all processing functions type: help nnprocess 
net.input.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'}; 
net.output.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'}; 
  
% Setup Division of Data for Training, Validation, Testing 
% For a list of all data division functions type: help nndivide 
net.divideFcn = 'dividerand';  % Divide data randomly 
net.divideMode = 'sample';  % Divide up every sample 
net.divideParam.trainRatio = 70/100; 
net.divideParam.valRatio = 15/100; 
net.divideParam.testRatio = 15/100; 
  
% Choose a Performance Function 
% For a list of all performance functions type: help nnperformance 
net.performFcn = 'mse';  % Mean Squared Error 
  
% Choose Plot Functions 
% For a list of all plot functions type: help nnplot 
net.plotFcns = {'plotperform','plottrainstate','ploterrhist', ... 
    'plotregression', 'plotfit'}; 
  
% Train the Network 
[net,tr] = train(net,x,t); 
  
% Test the Network 
y = net(x); 
e = gsubtract(t,y); 
performance = perform(net,t,y) 
  
% Recalculate Training, Validation and Test Performance 
trainTargets = t .* tr.trainMask{1}; 
valTargets = t .* tr.valMask{1}; 
testTargets = t .* tr.testMask{1}; 
trainPerformance = perform(net,trainTargets,y) 
valPerformance = perform(net,valTargets,y) 
testPerformance = perform(net,testTargets,y) 
  
% View the Network 
view(net) 
  
% Plots 
% Uncomment these lines to enable various plots. 
%figure, plotperform(tr) 
%figure, plottrainstate(tr) 
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%figure, ploterrhist(e) 
%figure, plotregression(t,y) 
%figure, plotfit(net,x,t) 
  
% Deployment 
% Change the (false) values to (true) to enable the following code blocks. 
% See the help for each generation function for more information. 
if (false) 
    % Generate MATLAB function for neural network for application 
    % deployment in MATLAB scripts or with MATLAB Compiler and Builder 
    % tools, or simply to examine the calculations your trained neural 
    % network performs. 
    genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction'); 
    y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x); 
end 
if (true) 
    % Generate a matrix-only MATLAB function for neural network code 
    % generation with MATLAB Coder tools. 
    genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction','MatrixOnly','yes'); 
    y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x); 
end 
if (false) 
    % Generate a Simulink diagram for simulation or deployment with. 
    % Simulink Coder tools. 
    gensim(net); 
end 
 
 
 
function [y1] = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x1) 
%MYNEURALNETWORKFUNCTION neural network simulation function. 
% 
% Generated by Neural Network Toolbox function genFunction, 20-Aug-2018 
23:28:50. 
%  
% [y1] = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x1) takes these arguments: 
%   x = 2xQ matrix, input #1 
% and returns: 
%   y = 1xQ matrix, output #1 
% where Q is the number of samples. 
  
%#ok<*RPMT0> 
  
% ===== NEURAL NETWORK CONSTANTS ===== 
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% Input 1 
x1_step1.xoffset = [0.00264;1]; 
x1_step1.gain = [1.61980437622548;0.0526315789473684]; 
x1_step1.ymin = -1; 
  
% Layer 1 
b1 = [1.9247902441683451;-
9.3235127330344643;4.9709800328462377;3.222216170389153;145.40657283783
705;0.3936349583881219;0.75454172036613387;-5.0150081561422502;-
0.74386363602745009;-10.830126401482817]; 
IW1_1 = [1.3441881235433555 -0.035056024827091532;13.391481315603849 
1.7197658334534085;-2.0482514611572413 
8.6075190947513089;4.5244321386117408 
1.3067014768321719;148.93197074641606 0.29468198688028008;-
1.7865484256446111 -0.14467894703470241;2.1591610117203444 -
2.9713984591895035;-3.7964724438848707 -5.9862908692393368;-
2.1115414711583376 2.9337622338039195;5.1257792370090884 
37.191352983585965]; 
  
% Layer 2 
b2 = -1.5190940037497898; 
LW2_1 = [2.0418246272354965 0.062963142830758795 0.0080534337201446683 
0.035133783800792941 0.050751115038785349 -0.43486075489878134 
1.4376889149321472 0.019088386310487176 1.4783830469056003 
0.0040990421624077025]; 
  
% Output 1 
y1_step1.ymin = -1; 
y1_step1.gain = 0.0447835075718554; 
y1_step1.xoffset = 0; 
  
% ===== SIMULATION ======== 
  
% Dimensions 
Q = size(x1,2); % samples 
  
% Input 1 
xp1 = mapminmax_apply(x1,x1_step1); 
  
% Layer 1 
a1 = tansig_apply(repmat(b1,1,Q) + IW1_1*xp1); 
  
% Layer 2 
a2 = repmat(b2,1,Q) + LW2_1*a1; 
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% Output 1 
y1 = mapminmax_reverse(a2,y1_step1); 
end 
  
% ===== MODULE FUNCTIONS ======== 
  
% Map Minimum and Maximum Input Processing Function 
function y = mapminmax_apply(x,settings) 
  y = bsxfun(@minus,x,settings.xoffset); 
  y = bsxfun(@times,y,settings.gain); 
  y = bsxfun(@plus,y,settings.ymin); 
end 
  
% Sigmoid Symmetric Transfer Function 
function a = tansig_apply(n,~) 
  a = 2 ./ (1 + exp(-2*n)) - 1; 
end 
  
% Map Minimum and Maximum Output Reverse-Processing Function 
function x = mapminmax_reverse(y,settings) 
  x = bsxfun(@minus,y,settings.ymin); 
  x = bsxfun(@rdivide,x,settings.gain); 
  x = bsxfun(@plus,x,settings.xoffset); 
end 
 
 
%**************************************************************** 
%To print input with target 
outputintegral = net(inputintegral); 
scatter3(Input2(2,:),Input2(1,:),Target2,1) 
hold on 
scatter3(Input2(2,:),Input2(1,:),y,1,'r','LineWidth',1) 
xlabel('Pulse','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
zlabel('Force (N)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
legend('Target Pressure (Reference)', 'Output Pressure (Prediction)') 
  
 
 
 
 
Experiment 3 
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% Solve an Input-Output Fitting problem with a Neural Network 
% Script generated by Neural Fitting app 
% Created 16-Mar-2017 16:48:37 
% 
% This script assumes these variables are defined: 
% 
%   PressureInputs - input data. 
%   PressureTargets - target data. 
  
x = Input3; 
t = Target3; 
  
% Choose a Training Function 
% For a list of all training functions type: help nntrain 
% 'trainlm' is usually fastest. 
% 'trainbr' takes longer but may be better for challenging problems. 
% 'trainscg' uses less memory. Suitable in low memory situations. 
trainFcn = 'trainlm';  % Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation. 
  
% Create a Fitting Network 
hiddenLayerSize = 10; 
net = fitnet(hiddenLayerSize,trainFcn); 
  
% Choose Input and Output Pre/Post-Processing Functions 
% For a list of all processing functions type: help nnprocess 
net.input.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'}; 
net.output.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'}; 
  
% Setup Division of Data for Training, Validation, Testing 
% For a list of all data division functions type: help nndivide 
net.divideFcn = 'dividerand';  % Divide data randomly 
net.divideMode = 'sample';  % Divide up every sample 
net.divideParam.trainRatio = 70/100; 
net.divideParam.valRatio = 15/100; 
net.divideParam.testRatio = 15/100; 
  
% Choose a Performance Function 
% For a list of all performance functions type: help nnperformance 
net.performFcn = 'mse';  % Mean Squared Error 
  
% Choose Plot Functions 
% For a list of all plot functions type: help nnplot 
net.plotFcns = {'plotperform','plottrainstate','ploterrhist', ... 
    'plotregression', 'plotfit'}; 
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% Train the Network 
[net,tr] = train(net,x,t); 
  
% Test the Network 
y = net(x); 
  
t = Target3; 
outputintegral = net(inputintegral); 
e = gsubtract(t,outputintegral); 
performance = perform(net,outputintegral,outputintegral) 
  
% Recalculate Training, Validation and Test Performance 
trainTargets = t .* tr.trainMask{1}; 
valTargets = t .* tr.valMask{1}; 
testTargets = t .* tr.testMask{1}; 
trainPerformance = perform(net,trainTargets,y) 
valPerformance = perform(net,valTargets,y) 
testPerformance = perform(net,testTargets,y) 
  
% View the Network 
view(net) 
  
% Plots 
% Uncomment these lines to enable various plots. 
%figure, plotperform(tr) 
%figure, plottrainstate(tr) 
%figure, ploterrhist(e) 
%figure, plotregression(t,y) 
%figure, plotfit(net,x,t) 
  
% Deployment 
% Change the (false) values to (true) to enable the following code blocks. 
% See the help for each generation function for more information. 
if (false) 
    % Generate MATLAB function for neural network for application 
    % deployment in MATLAB scripts or with MATLAB Compiler and Builder 
    % tools, or simply to examine the calculations your trained neural 
    % network performs. 
    genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction'); 
    y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x); 
end 
if (true) 
    % Generate a matrix-only MATLAB function for neural network code 
    % generation with MATLAB Coder tools. 
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    genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction','MatrixOnly','yes'); 
    y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x); 
end 
if (false) 
    % Generate a Simulink diagram for simulation or deployment with. 
    % Simulink Coder tools. 
    gensim(net); 
end 
 
 
function [y1] = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x1) 
%MYNEURALNETWORKFUNCTION neural network simulation function. 
% 
% Generated by Neural Network Toolbox function genFunction, 19-Aug-2018 
13:11:12. 
%  
% [y1] = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x1) takes these arguments: 
%   x = 2xQ matrix, input #1 
% and returns: 
%   y = 1xQ matrix, output #1 
% where Q is the number of samples. 
  
%#ok<*RPMT0> 
  
% ===== NEURAL NETWORK CONSTANTS ===== 
  
% Input 1 
x1_step1.xoffset = [0.00264;1]; 
x1_step1.gain = [1.61980437622548;0.0512820512820513]; 
x1_step1.ymin = -1; 
  
% Layer 1 
b1 = [-15.806037644855948;8.0770674864669658;-2.5053596752213414;-
4.5265718990520618;-1.022520079276692;-
0.85890745803862967;0.1211918478796301;4.0770984138060449;-
2.8377230527990056;2.1687360289491942]; 
IW1_1 = [8.6977611510063539 20.076018576631796;9.7225396849674777 -
0.062514043140011813;3.4051502603165567 -
2.34515115375536;3.2067255384596529 -
3.661780733934501;2.3403540887046894 -
2.4210487200794741;1.3540581952351149 -0.72028443796553776;-
0.43441655888201375 -0.92520624763587322;4.1823116994291603 
3.4931419856125152;-1.911762741916935 
0.032332868450965828;0.14808656008177379 -3.343994281906963]; 
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% Layer 2 
b2 = -3.7504369302486418; 
LW2_1 = [-0.14519078552144832 -0.11435203953208821 -0.18273806400732556 -
0.080270794973656009 -0.16765026858323695 1.0660002851326098 -
0.33058341358769472 -0.036765224151434323 -4.3703220206919537 
0.075795511120775386]; 
  
% Output 1 
y1_step1.ymin = -1; 
y1_step1.gain = 0.0447835075718554; 
y1_step1.xoffset = 0; 
  
% ===== SIMULATION ======== 
  
% Dimensions 
Q = size(x1,2); % samples 
  
% Input 1 
xp1 = mapminmax_apply(x1,x1_step1); 
  
% Layer 1 
a1 = tansig_apply(repmat(b1,1,Q) + IW1_1*xp1); 
  
% Layer 2 
a2 = repmat(b2,1,Q) + LW2_1*a1; 
  
% Output 1 
y1 = mapminmax_reverse(a2,y1_step1); 
end 
  
% ===== MODULE FUNCTIONS ======== 
  
% Map Minimum and Maximum Input Processing Function 
function y = mapminmax_apply(x,settings) 
  y = bsxfun(@minus,x,settings.xoffset); 
  y = bsxfun(@times,y,settings.gain); 
  y = bsxfun(@plus,y,settings.ymin); 
end 
  
% Sigmoid Symmetric Transfer Function 
function a = tansig_apply(n,~) 
  a = 2 ./ (1 + exp(-2*n)) - 1; 
 
end 
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% Map Minimum and Maximum Output Reverse-Processing Function 
function x = mapminmax_reverse(y,settings) 
  x = bsxfun(@minus,y,settings.ymin); 
  x = bsxfun(@rdivide,x,settings.gain); 
  x = bsxfun(@plus,x,settings.xoffset); 
end 
 
 
%To print input with target 
outputintegral = net(inputintegral); 
scatter3(Input3(2,:),Input3(1,:),Target3,1) 
hold on 
scatter3(Input3(2,:),Input3(1,:),y,1,'r','LineWidth',1) 
xlabel('Pulse','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
zlabel('Force (N)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
legend('Target Pressure (Reference)', 'Output Pressure (Prediction)') 
  
% *********************************************************** 
%7/5/2018 
  
scatter3(Input(2,:),Input(1,:),Target,1) 
hold on 
scatter3(inputintegral(2,:),inputintegral(1,:),outputintegral,1,'r','LineWidth',1,'Marker'
,'+') 
xlabel('Pulse','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
zlabel('Force (N)','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
legend('Target Pressure (Reference)', 'Output Pressure (Prediction)') 
 
%To print all input data set from 3 experiments 
scatter3(Input3(2,1:132243),Input3(1,1:132243),Target3(1,1:132243),1) 
hold on 
scatter3(Input3(2,132244:263233 
),Input3(1,132244:263233),Target3(1,132244:263233),1,'g','LineWidth',1) 
hold on 
scatter3(Input3Copy(2,263234:385382),Input3Copy(1,263234:385382),Target3Copy
(1,263234:385382),1,'r','LineWidth',1,'Marker','*') 
xlabel('Pulse','FontSize',14,'FontWeight','bold') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','FontSize',14,'FontWeight','bold') 
zlabel('Force (N)','FontSize',14,'FontWeight','bold') 
legend('Experiment 1', 'Experiment 2','Experiment 3') 
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